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Editorial 

 
Djibril al-Ayad 

 

 
 
We don’t actively collect stories into themed issues here 
at The Future Fire, but often a handful of stories and 
poems will cluster together in ways that feel 
meaningful, and timely, and even purposeful, and we 
can’t help but run with that serendipity (we should 
probably pretend that we planned it all this way, and 
take credit as editors for the work of the inscrutable 
universe). Or maybe we’re just good at seeing patterns 
in the random scatter of ASCII characters on our 
screens, as we have evolved to be. Be that as it may, the 
stories in this issue of TFF feel like an especially timely 
reflection on the turbulent, heartbreaking, terrifying, 
beautiful world that 2016 is leaving us with, a year in 
which we have lost literal genius legends like 
Mohammed Ali, Prince and Carrie Fisher, in which the 
dream of Europe is thrashing in an apnoeic nightmare, 
and some of us are afraid for the very survival of an 
intubated democracy. 
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If you don’t want this mess of a year rubbed in your 
face, you can also just take this as escape into fantastic 
and speculative stories, some of which are also alarming 
and confounding, others full of beauty and hope. But we 
have fierce poetry, flash, short stories and novelettes, 
some pure gorgeous illustrations. At the shorter and 
longer ends, we have pieces that celebrate becoming 
who you really are, that advocate for choosing your own 
fate and bodily autonomy, and pieces that explore who 
gets listened to, who gets credit in the worlds of science 
and intellectual creation (especially timely in the month 
that saw the death of Vera Rubin, a legendary 
astronomer denied a Nobel for her invaluable work). 

In regular short-story length pieces, we have 
offerings which remind us that sometimes the world is 
bigger than you, weirder than you know, darker than 
you’d like; that the world matters more than short-term 
profits and human prejudices; that there are alternatives 
to living forever, especially when it comes to obscene 
concepts like corporate personhood; that we sometimes 
need to know when to let go, to get out of the race, to 
take a chance on a better alternative. All of these are 
lessons it’s good to be reminded of just now, whether 
we most of all need consolation and distraction, or 
whether we’re fortifying ourselves for the struggle 
ahead. 

We’re especially grateful to all our authors—
Benjanun, Dan, Evelyn, L., Kari, S.J. and T.D.—for 
sharing these wonderful works with us, especially since 
as Carrie Fisher reminds us in the epigraph above, 
writing is such a deeply personal, therapeutic, life-
saving, companionable and loving activity. How 
wonderful that people who are able to produce powerful 
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words like these are willing to publish them so others 
can share in that joy, love, fear and rescue. 

In the meantime I hope you’ll enjoy these stories and 
poems, and the illustrations by Cécile, Eric, Laura-
Anca, Pear and Toeken, and that we’ll all be ready to 
struggle forward in 2017 as needed. 

(Additional thanks to Abbie Waters for volunteer 
proofreading on this issue.) 

Djibril al-Ayad, December 2016 
 

Comment on the stories in this issue on the TFF blog: 
press.futurefire.net/2016/12/new-issue-201639.html
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The Cryptographer’s Body 
Evelyn Deshane 

 
When she went under the knife, she thought of binary 
code. The anesthesiologist held the mask over her face, 
and told her to count backwards from one hundred. The 
zeros and ones lined up in her mind; the rest was easy. 

Years before this moment, Kylie wanted to unmake 
her body on her own. As a young child, she imagined 
undoing her limbs from her torso so she could swap out 
with someone else. She refashioned her name inside her 
mind, peeling back the x’s and vowels in Alex for the Y 
and new consonants in Kylie. She added an S to HE and 
flipped HIM until her pronouns settled on she/her. 
When Kylie realized her desire was more complicated 
than code, she stopped configuring. 

She joined the military. A week into her station, her 
first lieutenant received a garbled message from an 
incoming unidentified object. The entire unit was 
baffled. Kylie, always a fan of puzzles (especially the 
one she saw in the mirror) stepped up and started to 
solve. 

Another month of late night messages passed before 
she was pulled out of combat and placed inside the 
computer lab. Another month after that, she was a full 
cryptographer. 

It’s for the best, you know, her mother wrote in a 
letter. You won’t be blown up this way. No scars or 
stitches to come back home with. From your head to 
your toes, you will stay my son. 

She didn’t have the heart to tell her mother the truth. 
Kylie doubted, even if by some machine-born 

miracle that allowed her to switch her torso, that she’d 
get the right heart to tell her mother about the enigma 
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underneath her surface. So Kylie slipped late night 
communiqués of encryptions to other military officers. 
She collected medal after medal, commendation after 
commendation, until she met her husband. 

Scott was on night patrol as a new security officer 
for the interplanetary base. He walked around Kylie’s 
work station while she was stuck on a message. 

“Will you stop?” Kylie stuck her head outside her 
office door. “All I can hear are your feet. I can’t solve 
this with your racket.” 

Scott smiled. Wide. There was a gap in his tooth and 
a chip in another. Where did the missing parts of him 
go? Every last freckle on his face seemed to form a 
constellation she couldn’t name. 

“The plosives,” he said. 
“What?” 
“The language you’re dealing with in that message. 

The inhabitants are fans of plosives. But written down, 
it may look like what we call exclamation points.” 

“How do you know this?” 
“Stationed over there for a time. You pick up things. 

May I?” 
She nodded, now desperate for help. His hands were 

gentle as he examined the message and her cipher. He 
clucked his tongue in his mouth like a musical 
instrument. 

“Yes, exactly. Here? That should be a plosive. Think 
a p or a t. Make sense?” 

She examined the message. What she had been stuck 
on for weeks suddenly changed, like finding the dot in a 
magic eye painting. “Yes. Thank you. This is a relief. ” 

She phoned her superior officer. A minute later, a 
platoon was sent out to defend the south bay where the 
attack was coming. Scott stayed by her side. 
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“I can’t believe I didn’t see that for so long. I’m 
cutting it too close. I shouldn’t be…” 

“Hey, hey. You got it now. Don’t beat yourself up 
about the past. There’s nothing wrong with a little help, 
either.” He smiled again. Those teeth. They were perfect 
to her. “And you saved the day. Regular hero.” 

“Not exactly, but thank you.” 
“Sure. Before I head back, can I have your number?” 
It took a moment for Kylie to remember her phone 

number. It took another moment to explain her skin. 
He understood. Without a cipher, without all the 

puzzle pieces in place. He understood how her parts 
went together, and that night, he traced every last 
freckle on her skin as if he was assembling her anew. 

They dated for a year before Kylie put in a request 
for surgery on earth. Then he proposed marriage. Two 
dates appeared in Kylie’s organizer, two separate 
countdowns with different results. 

The wedding was first. During the reception, Scott 
read off a poem made up of stray lines from the coded 
messages they worked on together; military language 
cut up and repurposed for something better. 

“And in the morning,” Scott said. “I will be with 
you. Your bodies are my bodies. Our men, your fortress. 
We are in this together. My queen in this new order.” 

Another ninety days passed until the surgery date. As 
Kylie woke up six hours after going under, she thought 
of binary code again. Her binary code, assembled into 
the flesh made real. 

“Are you ready to see your future?” the nurse asked. 
Kylie stood in front of the mirror and allowed the 

bandages to fall away. 
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Immaterial 
Dan Grace 

 

 
Illustration © 2016, Cécile Matthey. 

 
 
Eryn drops. 

As she pulls the mask from her face the stink of the 
lock-up hits her. There’s never been a time when, 
coming back from a payday, she hasn’t felt her stomach 
turn at this smell. 

The nausea passes and she’s left with the image. 
Even from a distance she recognised the face. Dark 
brown eyes framed by those long black braids. But then 
the complete lack of recognition. Her back as she turned 
into the crowd. Her own inability to follow, to check. 

The sound of a dozen or so others, the gasps, the 
faint murmur of voices, leak through the thin ply 
partitions. With an outstretched hand she unhooks the 
ties from the wall, loosening the knot of ropes that hold 
her suspended. The landing is awkward, her ankle turns. 
Slowly she pulls herself up, turns on the tap and hoses 
herself and the floor down. 

A face she hasn’t seen for three years now. Her 
sister’s face. A face she assumed had vanished from her 
life. Moira. 
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Her belongings are still there, folded tight in a thick 
plastic bag. She pulls on underwear, overalls, boots. 
Limps out of the booth and glances up at the clock. 

Late for work again. 

 
He is a successful businessman. She forgets his 

name. She has no idea what his business is either, only 
that it is located in the Immaterial, and that means she 
has a job here. 

He hangs from the ceiling encased in wires and tubes 
feeding stuff in and out of his body. His rig is a little 
more sophisticated than the one she so recently vacated, 
though it does the same thing. No open drain and hose 
here. 

Today, to save time, she just vacuums everything, 
floors, surfaces, body. It fucks up the filters, but it’s 
worth it if she’s running late, filters are cheap compared 
to losing a client. It only really works for those that are 
in all the time, like him, the ones where she can come 
back later in the schedule and do things properly. People 
like him are always there, never here. What they know 
of this world, her world, is filtered through the haze of 
the Immaterial. 

Its rote, she doesn’t have to think about it. Instead 
she checks the lists in her head, the ways and means she 
has of getting through the next seven days until payday. 

 
Home is a bunk in a dorm in a house in a street in a 

city that is slowly dissolving. Dissolving under a lack of 
funds, a lack of care, a lack of anything approaching a 
functioning public sphere. 
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Home is a word that she’s pretty sure means 
something other than this. 

The mess is quiet at this time of night. She pokes 
tofu chunks around her plate. Christy is eating fish 
again. Lifting soft white flakes to her delicate mouth as 
she reads. 

“Where do you get that stuff?” 
Christy looks up from her book, chews and 

swallows. 
“Fishing. Out at the old reservoir, down the Rivelin 

Valley.” She takes a sip of water. “Why? You wanna 
come sometime?” 

Eryn thinks about it. The wet, the cold. Bright scales 
pulled from the murk. 

“Maybe.” 
She hasn’t known Christy long, a few weeks maybe, 

and you have to be careful. All kinds of stories about 
trusting strangers. She can hear Moira, advising, teasing. 
Ever present in the back of her mind. She can’t always 
make out the words but the voice is always there, 
pulling her through each day, reminding her of what can 
happen if you get too close. 

“Lend you the gear if that’s what you’re worried 
about.” 

Then again she hasn’t known anyone long. 
“I mean, yeah. That’d be good.” 
Christy grins and Eryn tries to suppress the smile she 

can feel behind her lips. 
“Week after next I’ll be heading up. Can even stay 

the night, I know some folk in the camp near there. If 
you fancy it?” 

The smile pushes its way free. 
“Yeah, I’d like that. That’d be cool.” 
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It’s an early start the next day. Back to 
businessman’s place to clean up what she missed. Then 
on to half a dozen other places; small or large, wealthy 
or not so wealthy, but all on the spectrum of privilege, 
of a way up to the Immaterial. 

Her mind is pulling in two directions and it’s tearing 
a hole inside her. 

Moira. Her face. 
Christy. Her smile. 
She has to go back up. To try and find her again. If it 

was her. No, it was. She is sure of that. 
She finishes a job and pulls out her phone to check 

her balance. Digits slowly ticking down as debits are 
pulled for all of life’s essentials. The answer’s always 
there, in the numbers. And the answer’s always the 
same. She can’t afford a trip before payday, before she 
has to go up and meet her employer and accept the 
transfer. A trip up is a trip up and it costs what it costs, 
no matter the reason. 

She puts her phone away, picks up her bag and sets 
off for the next in a never-ending line of jobs. 

 
She pulls her boots off and massages her feet. 

Overalls and underwear follow and she rapidly hoists 
herself up, slipping the mask over her face. 

It’s a little different every time. Some say it’s like an 
elevator, others a ladder, others a soft wind beneath 
them lifting them towards the light. Today it’s none of 
these. It’s like a bullet from a gun. She is up in the 
plaza, in the blazing white light quicker than a single 
beat of her heart. 

Disorientated, she stumbles across the open space, 
tries to pin down the reason she is here. She gets pitying 
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looks from those with their numbers flashing on their 
wrists, visitors like her. Those with the bright 
ourobouros, the residents of this place, ignore her 
entirely. 

Payday. Numbers. She shakes her head and moves 
towards the queue outside the agency building. The 
representation of the agency building. It’s interior, no 
doubt, not adhering the logic of its exterior. She’s never 
been beyond the wide desk at the head of the queue. 

Moira had explained all this to her before they came 
up, together, for their first payday. They’d clung tight to 
each other as they’d crossed the plaza. The eerie beauty 
of its residents hit like a brick. Moira had leaned in 
close. 

“Projections,” she’d whispered. 
Computer simulations of beauty, uncanny in their 

grace and poise. That had been the fashion then, things 
had moved on since. Now imperfection was all the rage, 
a simulated realism. A simulacrum of the life the 
inhabitants of the Immaterial no longer had to live. 

Moira had been so excited, always rambling on about 
the beauty and potential of the Immaterial, how the 
rising tide could lift us all. The clearer it became that 
this wouldn’t be the case, that the new economy was 
just the old economy with a different face, the more 
Moira withdrew from her and from life in general. 

Until one day she was just gone. 
Eryn stares at the back of the head of the woman in 

front of her. Gone. Not a word. Not that they talked 
much by then anyway. She could have been gone a 
month, two maybe, before Eryn had noticed. 

She shuffles to the front of the queue, receives her 
pay. 

She drops. 
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 “They realised their dream of a frictionless 

economic sphere, a digital informational nirvana of free 
production and consumption.” 

Christy shrugs. 
“Of course the lack of friction just means they can’t 

feel anything.” 
Eryn reaches around the edge of the fire, plucks the 

joint from Christy’s hand and takes a lungful. 
“That must be nice. To not feel anything, don’t you 

think?” 
Christy wrinkles up her nose. 
“No way. You’ve got to have it all haven’t you? The 

giddying highs and the terrifying lows, it’s all part of the 
package. I mean, what’s the point otherwise? And worse 
still they try to emulate it. They’ve shed the material 
world and its troubles and then they try to buy it back 
with projections, images of the real bought from the 
desperate and stupid.” 

Eryn nods. She thinks about saying something, but 
she isn’t sure what it is she wants to say. A thought clots 
at the back of her head. She can feel it trying to push 
through into the foreground of her consciousness. Her 
mind wanders. They sit in silence. 

The camp is up above Ladybower Reservoir. There 
are people here with no phones, with no jobs, at least in 
the real sense of the word. There are people here who 
have never been up. They laugh and they argue and they 
live and they don’t concern themselves with what goes 
on in the Immaterial. 

She imagines herself living here. 
Christy breaks the silence. 
“So what do you make of it then?” 
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She isn’t clear about how it works, how they make 
decisions or get anything done. What do they eat? Lots 
of fish she guesses. 

“I like it. I really do. I’ve never seen anything like 
it.” 

She surprises herself with how much she means this. 
“Well, that’s great. They don’t plan on it being like 

this forever, but for now it works. I’m thinking about 
moving out here myself. You should come too.” 

Christy looks at her with bloodshot eyes, shrugs. 
Eryn studies the back of her hands. 

“I’d like that, but I have some stuff I need to do.” 
Christy cocks her head, narrows her eyes and smiles. 
“Stuff?” 
Eryn sighs and leans her head back to look up at the 

stars. 
“It’s hard to explain.” 
Christy edges around the fire and pushes herself up 

against Eryn. 
“No rush. Tell me when you’re ready.” 

 
The tents are a bricolage of ingenuity. It’s clear as 

she gets deeper into the camp, that some of the people 
here know what they are doing. PV panels sit atop the 
more solid constructions, windmills too. Her mind is 
still floating free, like a balloon, only lightly tethered to 
her body. After they’d kissed she needed to walk, to put 
some space between them. 

Too many new things at once. Moira’s voice that 
one. 

A bell tent catches her eye. The outside is adorned 
with small flags, scraps of coloured material. The sides 
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are up so she can see figures moving about inside. The 
thick scent of incense drifts out from its cool interior. 

“Come in.” 
The voice comes from inside the tent. Eryn peers 

into the half-light. She can make out one larger figure 
and several smaller ones. Children she assumes. She 
feels like sitting down. Her head is starting to throb. 

“Thanks.” 
She allows her eyes to adjust to the change of light. 

A woman, maybe ten years older than her, emerges 
from the darkness, a smile on her lips. Half a dozen 
children, none of them older than eight or nine by 
Eryn’s estimate, sit around on cushions and a bench. A 
couple seem interested in her, others go on playing or 
eating. One of them shuffles along the bench a little. 
The woman gestures. 

“Sit here.” 
Eryn goes to sit but a small voice pipes up from the 

opposite side of the tent. 
“No, sit here.” 
She watches a small girl shuffle over on her cushion 

to make space. The woman rolls her eyes. 
“Children, let our guest choose.” 
Eryn realises this means her. She shambles forward. 
“I’ll sit here thanks.” 
She slumps down next to the first child. A boy, 

maybe six or so. 
“Ha!” 
The boy wriggles against her side and grins up at her 

and then across at the girl on the cushion. Eryn notices 
that he’s pretty dirty. Not in a neglectful sense, she’d 
seen far worse around the city, more in a child-in-the-
woods senses. Mud, leaves, twigs, undiscernible bits 
and pieces. She smiles back at him. 
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“Soup?” 
The woman hands her a steaming bowl. She gulps it 

down without thinking. 
“Thanks, that was lovely.” 
The woman laughs. 
“I’m Jessie, and I’m glad you liked it. You looked 

hungry.” 
Eryn grins and feels her cheeks flush red. She can 

hear Moira, laughing, telling her what a fool she must 
look like, wandering into a stranger’s tent and eating 
their food with barely a word. But they’d invited her, 
hadn’t they? She shook her head, tried to clear the fog. 

“I’m Eryn, thanks, I don’t have anything to give in 
return though.” 

“Oh don’t be daft, I’d made too much anyway. This 
lot are so picky sometimes.” 

Jessie gestures at the surrounding children. They 
ignore her. Eryn stretches and yawns. She feels 
awkward, like she’s interrupting their mealtime. 

“Well, ok, I should probably leave you to it.” 
Jessie eyes her. 
“You’re new here, right?” 
Eryn smiles and looks down at the ground. 
“That obvious is it?” 
“You just seem a little tense, love. Like you’ve still 

got some of the city in you.” 
The boy next to her shuffles away. 
“Eww, the city! I wondered what the smell was.” 
Jessie rolls her eyes again. 
“Jack, that’s not nice, is it?” 
The boy pouts and glances up at Eryn. 
“True though. The city smells funny.” 
Eryn laughs. 
“He has a point.” 
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Jack slides from the bench and points at Eryn. 
“Hey, if you’re new I bet you haven’t been to the 

middle have you?” 
Eryn blinks. 
“The middle of what?” 
He laughs, turns to the others. 
“She hasn’t been to the middle!” 

 
The children weave around them as they walk the 

paths. Jessie points out the various tents of useful 
services, important people, interesting design and ill-
repute. She seems to know everybody they pass, has a 
word for each of them. Moira’s voice is clear in her 
head as Eryn passes through; hippies, the lot of them, 
never trust a hippy. She decides it’s time to ignore her 
sister. 

After a short walk they emerge into an open space, 
the middle of the camp Eryn assumes. It’s larger than 
she would have expected. Planted throughout the 
clearing are young trees. 

“Apples mainly.” 
Jessie’s voice makes her jump. 
“Some hazel and walnut. Pear too. A couple of 

quince and damson. A full orchard one day, hopefully.” 
Eryn nods, watches the children run off amongst the 

trees. 
“That would be good I guess.” 
Jessie smiles at her. 
“When we first arrived we decided we need to do 

something beyond just what was necessary. Make a 
mark in some way, even if this wasn’t going to be 
permanent. Just something solid, something real, you 
know? We get a little more fruit each year.” 
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There’s a rumble of thunder in the distance and 
Jessie calls to the children. She turns to Eryn once more. 

“Come and visit any time, you hear? When you’re 
more settled.” 

With a final smile she’s gone leaving Eryn stood 
amongst the trees. She wonders if she should have told 
them that she’s just passing through, not here 
permanently. Back to the city soon, work to do. The 
thunder sounds again, closer this time and people start 
to head for cover. 

Eryn stands and waits to feel the rain against her 
face. 

 
“I’m going back you know. To the camp. To stay.” 
They’re curled up in Eryn’s bunk, thin curtain pulled 

across for a semblance of privacy. She can smell 
Christy’s sweat below the spiky odour of cleaning 
products. She had forgotten how much smell matters, 
how it can set the heart racing or calm it in an instant. 

It’s been an intense few weeks. A tangled blur of 
work and limbs and paydays. 

Christy rolls away from her. 
“I’d like you to come too.” 
Eryn says nothing. 
“I know. I know. You want to see your sister, but, 

Eryn, I’ve been thinking.” 
Eryn feels her muscles tense. She knows what’s 

coming. 
“You know it’s probably not her, don’t you? I’m 

sorry Eryn, but think about it. She’s sold her projection, 
that’s all. She’s as good as gone. Her image, her voice, 
her mannerisms, all for the money to get out of here.” 

“Shut up. You don’t know. It could be her.” 
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She pushes Christy away. The spell is broken 
though. If you avoid saying a thing then it can never be 
real. Once it’s said, you can’t unsay it. 

“Hey! Listen. There’s a way to know. Without 
hanging around and hoping you might bump into her 
again. I can’t stop you if you want to go. I wouldn’t 
want to. I’ve heard there are places, beyond the plaza, 
where they know about this kind of thing. I’m guessing 
it will cost, I mean, what doesn’t? But I also know that 
if I’m leaving I won’t need these.” 

She holds her phone up so Eryn can see the 
flickering digits. 

“I want you to have them.” 
Eryn shakes her head. 
“I can’t.” 
Christy smiles and pulls her close. 
“Yes you can.” 

 
The spaces beyond the plaza are an unknown. Each 

time she and Moira came up they’d talk of exploring, 
but each time, once they’d collected their pay, they 
knew that they didn’t have the numbers for it. And so 
down they went. 

This time she ignores the queue, it isn’t payday after 
all, makes straight for the far side, the place she’d seen 
Moira move towards. Weeks ago now. Guilt breaks the 
surface in her chest. 

The options are overwhelming. There are at least a 
couple of dozen exits from this side of the plaza, roads 
cut through solid cubes of rock or rising to twist around 
filigreed, impossible structures reaching up through the 
cloud layer. 
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The simplest, least daunting of the exits is an 
enclosed walkway. It’s not unlike images she has seen 
of shopping malls, glass everywhere and behind the 
glass things she can see no particular use for but desires 
all the same. Her reflection, a simple projection devoid 
of any personality or deeper meaning, designed only to 
convey that someone is there, matches her step for step 
as she moves further and further from the plaza. She 
becomes increasingly aware of how out of place she 
looks. 

From a distance she spots the sign she is looking for 
and makes for the doorway. 

The room is cool and clean, sparsely furnished with 
few customers in it. Around the wall are projections. 
Naked human forms of all ethnicities, genders and body 
types. A man approaches her. 

“I assume you are here on your employers behalf?” 
Eryn shakes her head. 
“No, I’m looking for someone.” 
He sighs. 
“We do rentals, my dear. But if you can’t afford 

that,” he glances meaningfully at her exposed wrist. 
“Then I will have to ask you to leave.” 

“No, actually, I can afford it. I can. I’m looking for 
someone specific and just for a short while. Do you 
have a catalogue?” 

The man stares at her. Glances again at her wrist. He 
seems to be making a decision. 

“Very well, here.” 
He gestures to one of the displays, shows her how to 

input parameters, move back and forth through options. 
It doesn’t take long, she knows precisely what she is 

looking for. Her voice leaps out of her when she finds it. 
“This one, this one.” 
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Illustration © 2016, Cécile Matthey. 

 

 
It takes a fraction of a second. No time to adjust. She 

never imagined when she saw her sister again it would 
be here. The cubicle seems to be made of pure white 
light, a microcosm of the pristine world of the 
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Immaterial, and now she wonders about the sanity of 
this plan. 

There’s a full length mirror. She can’t look at it. Not 
yet. Instead she looks at her wrist. Moira’s wrist. She 
doesn’t have long, but her strength is deserting her. 

Now she knows. Her sister is gone. Like suicide but 
without the inconvenience of being dead was how 
Christy had described it. Gone all the same. 

But she was her sister and so. 
She stares into the mirror. Moira stares back at her, 

dark brown eyes filled with recognition. She lets their 
hand trace the contours of Moira’s face. She opens their 
mouth and Moira’s voice tumbles out. 

“I want to tell you that I miss you, that I wish you’d 
never left, wherever you’ve gone.” 

“I want to tell you about what it’s like now, how it 
got so much worse, but how I think it’s going to get 
better.” 

“I want to tell you about this person I’ve met, how 
they make me feel.” 

“I want to tell you not to give up, but it’s too late for 
that, so instead I’ll tell you I’ll never give up. And that 
I’m not alone.” 

She glances down at her wrist, the numbers dropping 
away. Nearly zero. 

Moira’s eyes watch her from the mirror and she 
holds that image, lets it saturate her. And there it is, the 
familiar tug of the material. 

She makes their hand wave goodbye to her sister. 
Eryn drops. 
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November 12, 2096, Year of the Dragon 
 
On his one hundred and first birthday, Grandfather Wen 
asked for a songbird. 

Nurses circled him like vultures as he sipped at his 
tea. He had died twice before; once when his tired heart 
sputtered to a stop and another time when a corporate 
assassin had slipped modified spider venom past the 
kitchen scanners into his supper. Only for a matter of 
moments each, but the carrion birds had brought him 
back each time. 

He coughed, wiping his mouth on the thick 
embroidered sleeve of his robe. It smelled of dust; and 
of the sweet chemicals they used to disinfect it every 
year. The fabric was a deep scarlet, red to make up for 
the blood that flowed slower and slower through his 
narrowing veins. Undulating dragons coiled around his 
sleeves, sketched out in gold thread. Handmade. A 
family could be fed for a year for what it cost to make. 
Grandfather Wen hated it. 
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“Happy birthday, Grandfather.” 
The young man at the door wasn’t his grandson. The 

simple honorific glossed over a family tree which had 
been pruned, cut and spliced beyond recognition. Seven 
was a strapping twenty year old, a t-shirt taut across his 
sculpted chest, his movie-star face split with a guileless 
grin. Grandfather saw shadows of his own face there, 
distilled and re-arranged into something perfect. 

“Thank you, Seven.” 
Seven bounded across the room and swept up the old 

man in a great hug, lifting him off his feet. Grandfather 
wheezed when Seven put him down. The man that 
would be the seventh generation Chief Executive of 
Wen Heavy Industries was far from a finished product. 
Body parts were easily grown; whole bodies less so. 
Seven’s infant brain would be the canvas on which the 
next phase of the company’s strategy would be written, 
prospective annual reports drafted over his growing 
mind. 

Seven beckoned to an attendant, who scurried in 
bearing a cage covered with a fine white linen cloth. 
The attendant placed the cage on the table and slowly 
drew the cloth away, revealing a tiny bird perched 
within. Sensing the attention, the bird opened its beak 
and filled the suite with song. 

His son, the fourth Chief Executive of Wen 
Industries, used to deliver the annual gift in person. His 
grandson, the fifth, but the first vatborn, did the same. 
The current one, Wen Liang, so named for wisdom, had 
opted never to see or speak to the old man any more 
than necessary. Perhaps his name was apt. 

“Do you like your gift, son?” 
The speakers were small and hidden; his father’s 

voice seemed to ooze from the pores of the room. 
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“I did not ask to speak to you, ghost.” 
Seven busied himself teasing the bird, slipping the 

tip of his finger between the bars of the cage. 
“Can a father not speak to his son? Perhaps you’d 

prefer to speak to your own grandfather instead?” 
There was no familiarity in the next voice. When it 

issued from the lips of the dying elder, it had been 
weak; each exhalation a step in a countdown whose end 
was in sight. “Another year passes, Chairman. Science 
cannot numb your pain, your wife is long gone, will you 
not join us in the Conclave?” 

“It is not my wish to haunt my grandchildren and 
their children. It is still my choice not to be uploaded. 
The company does not own my soul.” 

“No, we do not, father,” said the Conclave, in the 
voice of his son. Of all the voices of the gestalt that ran 
the company, this one discomforted Grandfather Wen 
the most. “Why the songbird?” 

“When I was young, my father would bring me to the 
ancient parts of the city, where you could still feel the 
dirt beneath your shoes and the rooftops of the buildings 
could be seen without straining your neck. Old men 
would gather around, with songbirds in gilded cages 
hanging from poles. The air was thick with the music of 
the birds, each trying to outdo the other. Songbirds had 
their own repertoires, of course, but the best would 
learn, copying the most beautiful of tunes from their 
competitors.” 

“That was years ago, son. But men still gather, down 
in the old city. The birds still sing,” said the Conclave, 
returning to the voice of his father. 

“That is good.” Grandfather Wen was relieved. For 
once, the conversation with his jailors had not ended in 
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tears. “Leave me, old ghosts. I want to enjoy the 
company of my new friend alone.” 

The talk was interrupted by a wail from Seven. The 
songbird’s needle-sharp beak had teased a droplet of 
blood from the man child’s finger. Grandfather 
permitted himself a smile, the first in months. 

 
November 12, 2097, Year of the Snake 
 

The old man settled into his wheelchair, the ornate 
cage of the songbird by his side. They had wheeled him 
down to one of the company’s amphitheatres. The opera 
was in intermission. Grandfather Wen was having 
difficulty telling the characters apart; relying on the 
colours of their costumes and their voices rather than 
their faces. 

Seven sat beside him, hands and fingers in the 
constant fidgety dance of a young child. He gave 
Grandfather a thousand-yard stare, focusing on his 
ocular display instead of the show at hand. 

“Why the opera for your present this year, 
Grandfather?” 

“It was Grandmother’s favourite. The opera is a lost 
art, people find it too long, too difficult to sit still for an 
hour. See the costumes, Seven. Not a computer effect. 
Real cloth, sewn by hand.” 

In his mind, he remembered the elaborate makeup of 
the singers, painted cheekbones, eyebrows arched in 
permanent shock. Each sweep of an arm followed by the 
comet tail of a gossamer sleeve. There were only a few 
troupes left in the world, none in the city. They had been 
flown in at no small expense. Even when he was a 
young man, the opera had been a dying art. He hadn’t 
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intended to think of Ling this day, this year. But he 
asked for the opera and so he remembered the woman 
who had been his wife. 

She inspected the world through permanently 
surprised eyes behind thick glass; refusing any treatment 
on her eyes, no matter how many assurances she got. 
Ling, always in the lab, those wide eyes always focusing 
on something a little beyond. Brain-machine interfaces 
were her favourite, she picked apart problems 
methodically, explaining them to Grandfather over 
dinner as she disassembled a crab with a sharp fork. 
Ling, her breath sweet with the drugs that were killing 
her from the outside as surely as cancer was killing her 
from within, touching his face and telling him that she 
wasn’t going to be uploaded into the Conclave. Telling 
him to remember the opera. 

Ling’s eyes were cloudy with palliatives, but her 
mind was still sharp. Once able to debate Grandfather to 
sleep, her sentences came short and sharp between 
wheezing breaths. 

“The Conclave has offered to take you in, my love.” 
“You already know my views on that.” 
“Our son is there.” 
“I will never stop loving you, just as I will never 

forgive you for allowing them to upload him.” An old 
wound lurked there, bandaged, scabbed over but never 
healed. It was not worth revisiting. 

“There’s nothing to be afraid of. You know the 
technology is safe. Is it so bad to live forever?” 

She smiled weakly, the corners of her mouth moving 
up but a fraction of an inch and even that seemed to tire 
her. 

“With your father? No, thank you. There’s another 
way.” 
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“Our best scientists haven’t scratched the surface of 
actual transfer and they’ve been trying for years.” 

“And they will never find it. Is it so bad to be born 
again? Free of all this regret, this sin? They will never 
let you go, my love. The bars of your cage grow ever 
thicker. But if you see true, the door was always open.” 

It was the most she’d said to him in months and the 
effort clearly exhausted her. Ling’s head sank deeper 
into her pillow. 

“When you’re ready, remember the opera and we’ll 
wake up together,” she told him, still smiling as he 
stroked her head, pretending not to notice the wisps of 
hair that left her scalp on his fingers. 

Grandfather unsealed her laboratory a fortnight after 
her funeral. She’d been thorough in the destruction of 
her work, starting long before the cancer gnawed her 
strength away. A blackened spot in the corner of the 
room marked the pyre of all her written notes. Her 
equipment had been neatly disassembled back to factory 
state. 

He wasn’t the first person to go search through the 
rubble. There hadn’t been a single piece of memory 
storage in any computer. The laboratory was 
unhackable, unbreachable, one of four off-the-record 
setups with an air gap from the company network. He 
had been the only other person with access to the 
laboratory and yet someone else had been here before 
him. 

Her expenses were equally inscrutable, a maze of 
shell companies and agents perhaps surpassing the 
company’s tax structure. The only discernible purchase 
was a pair cryogenic pods, of the sort developed for 
interplanetary travel. The carelessness was 
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uncharacteristic for her; it was a message. When you’re 
ready, remember the opera, she said. 

Grandfather Wen rubbed at the hard ridges of the 
neural shunt at the base of his skull. The first step to 
being uploaded. He thought of the shunt as a straw, 
through which the Conclave would suck his soul 
straight from the back of his head. 

“It’s been a long time since you’ve talked about your 
wife,” said his father from nowhere. 

“My journey is near complete, there is more to see 
behind me than ahead of me. She was always the best 
part of me.” 

“We would have broken tradition, let her join the 
Conclave. She would have been free of the pain.” 

“She knew the technology better than anyone else.” 
Ling never saw inscribing a mind on a silicon coffin as 
her goal; she was consumed with quite the opposite, 
writing a mind back onto the flesh. The first fruits of her 
labour were the past two generations of Chief 
Executives. Others may have created the vats that 
birthed their bodies, but hers were the hands that shaped 
their minds. 

“It is safe.” 
“There was more to life for her than being locked in 

silicon, I am tired, old ghosts. Leave me be.” 
The opera was starting up again after a brief 

intermission. The Conclave fell silent, but it was never 
far. It permeated the bones of the building in the same 
way it had infected the entire company. Seven tugged at 
Grandfather’s sleeve. His brow was creased, troubled by 
some puzzle he could not solve. 

“Why listen to the opera again after all these years, 
Grandfather?” 
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“Because Grandmother promised me something, 
little one. Hush now, the show is starting.” 

 
November 12, 2098, Year of the Horse 
 

Grandfather’s one hundred and third birthday 
brought a new pain. His nerves played him a daily 
symphony of pain and he was surprised to find a note he 
had not heard before. His eyes were holes in his skull 
through which liquid fire poured. A croak crawled out 
of his throat, sounding as weak and feeble as he felt. 

The songbird twittered next to his bed, chirping the 
notes from the opera. 

“He’s awake.” Seven was there. 
Cool hands brushed his withered claws from his face, 

something warm and wet pressed down on his eyelids. 
He opened them to see a world with edges and lines 
again. His nurse, the little vulture, edged backwards. 
She’d been around him for half a decade and had never 
said a word to Grandfather. 

Seven stood by the doorway, arms folded, jaw set 
with a hint of hardness that had not been there before.  

Grandfather Wen had never noticed how absolutely 
sterile his room was, his every need had been met by the 
company and now, at the end of his road, he had 
nothing. It had all the character of a prison cell. The 
wheelchair did a little dance as he levered himself to his 
feet with shaking hands. Grandfather waved off the little 
carrion bird when she stepped forward. Seven didn’t 
move. 

It was a clear day. Other corporate towers reached to 
the sky, bleached bone stretching out from the murk of 
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the city smog. Pointing to heaven, but dead all the same. 
Just like Grandfather. 

“Seven has taken a name,” said Grandfather, looking 
at the new Chief Executive. Names had meaning, 
purpose. After the Conclave had finished sculpting the 
minds of the vatborn Chief Executive, he was allowed 
the sole independent decision of his life: to choose a 
name. 

 

 
Illustration © 2016, Laura-Anca Adascalitei. 

 
 “I will be called Yong, for bravery and boldness. 

My actions will ensure the ascendancy of our company, 
Chairman.” 

“And what of Liang?” Liang was number Six, named 
for brilliance. Wise enough never to speak to 
Grandfather after he chose his name. Grandfather Wen 
liked Six the best. 

“In here, Grandfather. You are already familiar with 
the particular poison that killed me,” Liang said in the 
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voice of the Conclave, sounding like his father and his 
son at the same time. Had the machine ever really 
spoken with different voices? 

“That was fast, I see the new Chief Executive prefers 
action. If you found what you were looking for, would I 
have woken up?” 

“Your shunt has a failsafe,” said the Conclave, 
ignoring the jibe. 

“I knew this day would come.” Embedded in the 
neural shunt was a tiny quantity of high explosive, no 
larger than a grain of rice, set to trigger if the shunt was 
activated without Grandfather’s consent. 

“The shunt is old, so is its encryption. It would be a 
matter of hours for me to bypass it.” 

“If you wanted to, you would have already done it.” 
Grandfather Wen waved at the nurse. She appeared at 
his side with the wheelchair and he fell backwards into 
it, the force driving the air from his chest. 

“Your new eyes were the gift, surgery would have 
been a failure and you would have woken up in the 
Conclave after the upload. Except you’ve been uploaded 
before. When?” 

“Before Ling died. She wrote both our minds in 
silicon, but not so we could join in your prison, old 
ghosts.” 

“Where will you go, if not the Conclave?” 
Grandfather Wen did not reply. The game was very 

near its end now. Like masters at a set of Mah-jong, 
each already knew the shape of each other’s gambits. 
The Conclave did not expect a true answer; neither 
would Grandfather have given one, even if he had 
known for sure what Ling had done with the copies of 
their minds. She only said that she’d be waiting for the 
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opera and this he clung to. Two pods. But where? Was 
she still waiting? 

“We’d always suspected that she’d perfected the 
technology, but she was very complete in her 
destruction of her records.” 

Of course, the Conclave had never really wanted 
him; it was her that they were after. The Conclave could 
shape the minds of their puppets, but Ling’s science 
would let them live again. Even the ghosts got tired of 
their prison. 

“Ling kept it from me, because she knew what you 
would become, even back then.” 

“Is it so bad to live forever? You dedicated your 
whole life to the company, Chairman. We offer you 
nothing more than fulfilment of your purpose.” The 
voice of the Conclave never wavered. The voice 
synthesizer could vary the cadence and tone of speech. 
It could simulate emotion, but the Conclave had none. 
After Ling had passed, the machines pumped the air 
through her lungs and blood through her veins for 
another forty-eight hours before Grandfather turned 
them off. Corpse body, living through machines. Just 
like the Conclave. Corpse mind, animated silicon. 

“You’ve broken tradition, Chief,” said Grandfather, 
staring at Seven with his new eyes. “I am allowed to 
choose my birthday gift.” 

The young man with the inhumanly beautiful face 
showed no emotion. Perhaps there was just enough of 
the boy left in there for this to work. Seven nodded. 

 
November 13, 2098, Year of the Horse 
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The wheelchair left twin ruts in the grime of the 
pavement. The sun, instead of the incandescent orb that 
Grandfather was used to, was a smeared blur through 
the greyish brown smog. The company’s security detail 
followed at a discrete distance. Grandfather’s own 
entourage of vultures had grown, gently guiding a pair 
of self-propelled coffins which, when unfolded, would 
provide as much care as any hospital emergency room. 
Seven himself was pushing Grandfather’s wheelchair. 

Old men sat around a clearing in the concrete jungle; 
an interstice in the middle of a cluster of buildings. They 
perched on benches of unfinished cement, some leaning 
forward on walking sticks for support, others sprawled 
backwards in automated wheelchairs. Having someone 
push Grandfather Wen was both a symbol of wealth and 
his leash. The old timers took in the arrival of the 
entourage with the odd raised eyebrow and a few 
hushed whispers. You didn’t get by on the pollution 
blasted surface without having seen a few things; 
corporate warfare, triad members going out for a little 
dance on the streets, the cops coming out to pick off the 
stragglers. The old timers didn’t fear the worst, because 
the worst had already happened and when you were at 
the bottom, you either had your face in the dirt or you 
looked up, because everything was up from where you 
were. 

Around the old timers there were poles embedded in 
the ground, paint peeling off to reveal rusted steel. The 
tops of the poles bent in a u-turn, terminating with a 
hook. And on each hook was a cage. The old men were 
dressed simply, cotton shirts over patched trousers 
without belts or held up with simple drawstrings. Their 
birds, on the other hand, were resplendent in brown, 
white or emerald green. The cages were of polished 
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brass, some with intricate etchings on their heavy bases. 
The interstice was far from the roar of traffic, or the 
whine and murmur of the crowd. Quiet enough that the 
birdsong reached towards the unseen tops of the 
buildings hemming in the old timers’ space. 

An assistant unfolded a short stand and placed 
Grandfather Wen’s songbird on it, removing the linen 
shroud that covered the cage. The raucous choir of birds 
fell silent, each one waiting for the new addition to 
make a sound. And sing it did. The songbird knew but a 
single song. Each note was perfect as the songbird 
launched into the aria from Ling’s favourite opera. The 
stage belonged to the songbird and it repeated its song, 
this time joined by the adventurous few hanging from 
cages above, by the time it was done, more than half 
were singing along with it. 

Seven lay a heavy hand on Grandfather Wen’s 
shoulder, strong fingers digging into the scant flesh and 
pressing down on brittle bone. “Are we done here?” 

“Almost,” whispered Grandfather through gritted 
teeth. He reached out and unhooked a latch on the cage. 
A tiny opening swung open, small enough for a hand to 
reach in, or a bird to hop out. Burnished bars had been 
the borders of the songbird’s world and it beheld the 
empty space with a cocked head. 

“This will be last time you set foot outside 
headquarters, I’m afraid. The upload process is painless, 
or so Six told me. Or you could tell us where your wife 
kept the data and we’ll let you keep your pain company 
for a few years more. Either way, you are ours in the 
end.” 

“She made it a point never to tell me what she did 
with the research. She was never any good with 
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corporate matters but she understood your greed better 
than I.” 

Seven turned his gaze to the songbird, which had 
hopped onto the doorway of the cage, perching on the 
wireframe, unsure of what to do. The old men were 
beginning to get to their feet, retrieving their charges 
from the poles. They had no keener sense than the one 
that kept them out of trouble. 

“If the bird goes free, it will die. I’ll not have 
company property running loose.” Yet it was 
Grandfather Wen he looked at when he mouthed the 
word property. 

“Sometimes death is the only freedom, but even in 
death, there is hope,” answered Grandfather Wen. The 
songbird spread its wings and took a single step off the 
cage. A flutter of wings brought it over the heads of all 
present. Seven tsked at Grandfather, the sound of an 
annoyed parent. He raised a finger and beckoned a 
bodyguard. The security man brought his sidearm up in 
one smooth motion. The muzzle whispered death and 
the songbird became an expanding puff of feather and 
gore. 

The old men were already fleeing, lugging their own 
birds with them. Good. They would take the opera 
where Grandfather could not and would never go. Far 
into the corners of the city, as far as the birds went. 
Maybe one dark corner where he and Ling still slept. 
No, not him. Perhaps a younger man. Freer from sin and 
regret. Both waiting. Waiting for the opera. 

The burst of gunfire drew the attention of all around, 
even medical crew, even Seven. Time to go. 
Grandfather Wen never did have the passcodes to 
unlock the killswitch on the neural shunt. He never 
intended for that door to be unlocked. He did have 
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another set of codes, a sequence of five words. He’d 
chosen them himself, from the opera. He’d never 
forgotten Ling’s promise. She’d always been right. The 
doors to his cage were always open. Distracted by the 
violence, nobody heard Grandfather whisper the words 
to himself. Over the sound of fading birdsong, the tiny 
grain of explosive detonated and Grandfather Wen flew. 
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The creature climbed into my car when I stopped to buy 
water, that time when I left it with doors spread wide 
like a bird with wings akimbo. I was only gone a 
second, didn’t even turn off the music, just left it 
pounding out defiantly into the glaring white shade 
thrown by concrete walls. I was disturbing the peace, 
and I didn’t care. The woman in the store complained as 
she took my money, and I told her I’d be gone soon 
enough. The… whatever… was huddled half under the 
passenger seat when I came back, a creature that looked 
like a thing with talons and teeth one second, like a wisp 
of cloud the next. Its silver ribs moved painfully with 
each dragging breath. We watched each other for a bit. I 
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turned off the music and listened, but the creature was 
silent. Its breathing made no sound. Cautiously, warily, 
I offered it my open bottle of water. It didn’t drink. It 
climbed right in and curled like an embryo, eyes 
closing, chin tucked down, the clawed hands coming up 
to cover its glistening nose. It was breathing water, 
slowly, luxuriously, scaled lips slightly parted. It didn’t 
even twitch when I screwed the lid of the bottle back on 
and started the car. 

Wheels skittered and then hummed onto the road in a 
low drone. I found myself singing one of those weirdly 
prescient laments from early in the century, in 
counterpoint to a melody that was flowing through the 
deeps below my conscious mind. 

‘I need another world 
This one’s nearly gone…’ 
I had been heading toward the coast anyway, for 

what I don’t know. There I was, one of the lucky ones, 
my family’s old house in the mountains sold up, all set 
for a new start and nowhere to go. 

‘I miss the things that grow…’ 
My voice cracked then, and I swallowed tears. 

Perhaps I just wanted to stand on the ragged shoreline 
that marked the edge of our shrunken world, to reflect 
on the irony of a world drowning and dying of thirst all 
at the same time. We had changed our ways and 
changed our machines a long time back, too little, too 
late. The vast polar ice shelves collapsed anyway. When 
we stopped dirtying the sky we found that the clouds 
that once shaded us had gone too, and the temperatures 
kept going up. 

No one had gardens anymore. There was not enough 
water for luxuries, for spreading trees, for flowers. 
People pulled back into themselves, just trying to 
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survive. We needed every drop of water to grow food 
under protective rooves, every scrap of energy for work. 
Everything else was a part of the decadence that got us 
into this mess. So people said. The rain would return, 
we promised ourselves. It had not. I sang, and listened 
to the leaves that rustled softly in my head. The great 
cities, the wide white beaches—they were gone, long 
since. The rich, for the rich are always with us, had 
learned to live on higher ground. It occurred to me that 
land was cheap on the coast these days. I could look at 
properties. It would be something to do. 

There were too many places for sale, so many that 
they all started to blur together, one scrubby, empty, salt 
stung stretch of acreage after another. The estate agent, 
Mr Palt, was the mayor of the nearest town when he 
wasn’t busy failing to sell properties. He had the sad, 
slumped shoulders and mournful voice of one who was 
sure we were both wasting our time. It was 
disheartening. Then, on one of those stretches of land I 
found an abandoned sapling clinging to life. On 
impulse, I took the bottle and the creature and poured 
both of them over the tiny tree, already preparing to 
detach, to walk away. But I had released the genie. It 
slid down that scrawny tree in a dribble of silver and 
wrapped its arms and tail around the skinny bole. A 
scent I had almost forgotten, unknown since early 
childhood, the pungent smell of rain on dust—this rose 
and enveloped me, and then I was lost, dreaming of 
trees. Blinking, I looked around, seeing, really seeing 
the land, the decaying house, the dust eddying in the 
wind, the brassy sky. A sand choked crease made me 
think there could once have been a creek running down 
to the sea. I tracked it back with my eyes, and saw the 
faint remnants of a gully wander away into low brown 
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hills. The property was well over 200 acres, the biggest 
plot available. I turned to look at Mr. Palt. He spoke 
first, shrugging his shoulders apologetically. 

‘Not much here, really…’ his voice tailed off and he 
gave me a nervous smile. 

‘Not much.’ I grinned at him and signed all the 
papers that afternoon. 

I moved in a few weeks later, and found that the 
sapling had already thickened and doubled in height. 
The creature was still there, snugged up to the tree’s 
slender trunk, claws embedded in the bark, face tucked 
down out of sight. It had grown, too. I put my speakers 
out on the porch and let music fill the air. The creature 
didn’t look up when I dragged out a pickaxe and spade 
and started hacking rocks out of the brittle ground. By 
the second day I had shifted two rocks and was sitting 
slumped, aching and sweat soaked, the beat of drums 
matching the pounding in my head, gasping, 

‘I can’t do this, I can’t…’ Dust had caked itself into 
every fold of skin, my sweat ran earth red. Then I felt 
the weight of something damp and cool leaning against 
my ankles and knees, a breath and the scent of rain. It 
did not stay long. When I lifted my head the creature 
had returned to its tree, but its eyes were open now. It 
watched me. So I hauled myself to my feet and kept 
working. On the third day, the boy showed up. He must 
have been standing there a while, watching the strange 
lady sing along with ‘thanks for making me a fighter’ in 
short gasps. I have always loved that song—it was my 
mother’s favorite, a relic from her childhood. Right 
then, I needed her toughness. 

‘You need help,’ he said. It was a statement, not a 
question. ‘Three dollars an hour.’ Another statement, 
followed by a proviso: ‘Plus food.’ He always called me 
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‘Miss Ava’, politely, though we worked side by side. 
His name was Joe. ‘What you making, Miss Ava?’ he 
asked three rocks later, with a wary sideways glance at 
the sapling. I wondered if he could see what was there. 
Mr. Palt hadn’t, which had been both a relief and a 
cause for some concern. 

‘A garden,’ I answered, avoiding detail. ‘A refuge.’ 
Joe tipped his head cautiously in the direction of the 
creature and raised one eyebrow. I took a quick breath 
and met his eyes. There was a steady awareness in them 
that made me nod, concealing my surprise. We both 
looked away then, and spent a while thinking. I was just 
absorbing the fact that someone else actually could see 
my creature. The boy had his own concerns. 

‘You hear leaves rustling, Miss Ava? Like there’s a 
whole forest here, only we can’t see it?’ I turned to stare 
at him, but he was looking carefully at the ground as he 
dug. ‘And there’s this smell—have you noticed?’ 

‘The smell of rain,’ I told him. ‘That’s what rain 
smelt like.’ 

‘You seen rain?’ Joe paused in his work, awed. 
‘Not since I was a little girl,’ I admitted, ‘but I know 

the smell.’ 
‘Uh huh.’ Joe dug for a while, frowning down at his 

spade. Eventually he said, ‘This’s gonna be bigger than 
a garden, Miss Ava, you know that, don’t you?’ I guess 
I did know that, even then. I was just trying not to think 
about it too much. 

I persuaded him to play his choice of music through 
my speakers, right out loud. Kids his age had learned to 
hide music in earbuds, they were careful not to dance. 
These things weren’t forbidden. They had just been 
stared and whispered into shrinking away all by 
themselves. Thing was, I’d read about music being 
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played in greenhouses, back when we had them. It made 
plants grow, that’s what those old-time writers said, no 
matter what kind of song was played. Certainly 
something pulsed more strongly through the creature’s 
glittering body when there was a rhythm to drive it. 

Of course, the music got us a visit from Mr. Palt, this 
time with his mayor’s hat on. Apparently there had been 
complaints, though we never did find out who made 
them. I spent a day in the town figuring out that we were 
legal as long as we didn’t make any noise after 10 pm, 
so we stuck to that. In the sudden silence of stilled 
speakers I would hear an engine start up in the night and 
pull away down the road, so someone was checking up 
on us. 

Once a week the boy and I drove out to scout 
abandoned properties for fruit trees, nut trees, tough 
thorny brambles, anything that had survived. When we 
lowered the first of those starveling plants into place, 
the creature appeared, muscling its cold, wet head 
between us. It nosed the sparse leaves gently, then 
leaned forward and spat onto the root ball. It did the 
same for every new planting, and they thrived. The 
creature, my water genie, walked with us now as we 
worked, or rested nearby in the scattered shade of young 
trees, chin on paws, watching us. 

After some months, Mr. Palt’s clattery old car made 
its way down the road. He stumped over, head jutting, 
neck strained like an agitated tortoise. 

‘People don’t like what you’re doing,’ he warned, 
wispy beard quivering. ‘Seems to me you could make a 
little more effort to fit in around here, maybe grow some 
decent crops.’ 

‘It’s my land,’ I told him. ‘I’ll plant what I think is 
best.’ An answer that made his shoulders slope 
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resentfully toward his round little stomach. He did not 
try to argue his case any further. Mr. Palt did not 
specialize in direct attack. 

Shortly after that my utilities were cut off. I received 
a letter saying that the area was now too thinly 
populated to make it worthwhile for power and water to 
be provided for people on acreage. I took the letter 
outside, shaking with rage, struggling to think past the 
anger. Of course my solar panels provided enough 
power to get by off-grid, but water was another matter. 
Without water piped in from the big desalination plant 
down the coast we could not survive. My beautiful trees 
were too big now, and too many, far too many to move, 
all of them growing fiercely and hungry for water. And 
the rain beast? What would become of it if I lost this 
land? I was slumped on the back stairs, bitter with 
misery, when I heard Mr. Palt’s car wheezing up to the 
gate. There was a group of farmers willing to buy me 
out, he said. I could go make trouble somewhere else. 

I told Joe when he arrived for work, but he was 
shaking his head before I had even finished speaking. 

‘We have to have water.’ I could not get through to 
him. 

‘We’ll dig a well,’ he said. 
‘A well? Do you have any idea…? Do you even 

know how far the water table has sunk? Groundwater 
reserves have been drained to the dregs of mud and 
stone, they use old oil rigs to find water now, oil rigs, 
dammit, and the water comes up steaming and stinking 
like the bowels of the earth!’ Joe didn’t respond. He was 
gazing over at the creature. It padded slowly toward us 
and laid the chill weight of its head in my lap. I sighed, 
rested my hand on its broad neck and closed my eyes. 

‘We’ll dig it anyway,’ the boy told me. 
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We couldn’t do it alone. I had enough money left to 
pay the rag tag bunch of teenagers Joe brought over, and 
we started digging the well. I taught them all to dance, 
and somehow, after working all day they still had the 
energy for it. I sat on the porch, my muscles aching, and 
watched them circle and spin, shuffling in joyous loops 
around each other. They had few enough chances for 
joy in the world they had been born into. Most people 
thought dancing was a frivolous waste of time. It had 
gone the way of flowers and all the other pretty things 
we had decided to give up in our efforts to stay alive. I 
gazed past the dancers and found my mind 
superimposing a vision of another kind of dance, of 
older drums, of serious, intent faces, summoning 
something. These kids were full of laughter, but they 
had called something. The creature was winding itself 
among them, coiling through their dance, the glorious 
scent of rain and green leaves rose from the bare dirt, 
and I felt my heart lift with hope. 

Each evening, after the kids had gone home, the rain 
beast would circle the piles of rubble, stropping its chin 
on the stones. Then it would lean down into the hole and 
spit carefully into the darkness. Next morning the kids 
would come and dig some more, deeper and deeper into 
the bone hard earth, down and down, till the diggers had 
to clamber in and out of the shaft using a rope ladder. 

Their screams called me, made me run, stumbling 
and slipping on gravel, gasping for breath. 

‘His feet are wet!’ shouted one of the girls, dancing 
around the well head and pointing down to the lad 
scraping his spade in the bottom. ‘He says his feet are 
wet!’ 

The well filled slowly with clear, cold, sweet water. 
We had enough to drink and I could water the trees. 
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They had grown higher than my head, branches heavy 
with leaf; but I knew they were not ready to fruit. With 
my cash reserves depleted, what was I going to live on 
in the meantime? The answer to that question appeared 
within days, thumbs in his braces, staring at the ground. 

‘Kids say you c’n find water,’ he mumbled. 
So I went out next day to wave a water divining rod 

around while I chose what looked to me like a good spot 
for a well, then went back at night, the rain beast 
slouching beside me, ready to seed the hole they were 
digging. 

‘Play music,’ I told that farmer earnestly. ‘If you 
want this to work, play music, loud as you can.’ He was 
desperate enough to do what I said, even when the 
mayor showed up with the police chief in tow to ask 
pointed questions. I’d been careful to mention the 10 pm 
rule, so there wasn’t much they could do to stop him. 

The shaft that farmer dug filled with water and then I 
started to get visitors, folk who came just to have a look 
at my well, to taste the water we drew up in dripping 
buckets. They would savor it, swallowing slowly. There 
would be some throat clearing and shuffling, followed 
by a hesitant request. The wells I “found” brought in a 
small, steady income, even though I was limited to 
places I could walk to. The creature had long since 
outgrown my car. Sometimes people had to wait a long 
time before I could come to them, but they did wait, and 
willingly, even though I could not explain why they had 
to. The creature would come with me, but only when it 
chose to do so. And it had discovered the sea. 

The rain beast would lope in a smooth, sinuous flow 
over the waves, and where it ran, clouds would shimmer 
into being, while echoes of thunder roared over the 
crash of waves. I kept anxious watch, at first, but it 
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always returned, sometimes quite soon, sometimes days 
or even weeks later, each time larger, thrumming with 
suppressed power. A sharp glint of teeth would show 
when it paused to stare out over the land, water dripping 
from its jaws, salt as blood. I would hear a soft groan 
and sigh from the thin earth when the creature trod up 
the shore, its feet sinking a little with each step, though 
it left no prints. It would lounge in the gully that had 
once been a creek, twining its length around dusty 
rocks. The gully began to smell marshy in shadier spots 
and over winter the dusty creek bottom gradually 
darkened into patches of wet ooze or slime edged ponds, 
though they dried again into crackle glazed mud when 
summer returned. The following winter the ponds were 
bigger, and a year after that a stream began to trickle 
again, fitfully at first but strengthening season by season 
until it ran year round, widening under the green 
shadows of leaves. 

The owners of wells saw their plantings flourish. I 
started to get visits from them, folk who would tell me 
their news and then look at their feet for too long before 
asking if I had ever seen a ‘thing’ come out of my well 
and go walking around in the night. 

‘It kinda… it kisses the seedlings, Miss Ava—is that 
alright?’ 

‘Crops are growing, aren’t they?’ 
‘They are that,’ was the reply, with a reluctant grin. 

‘They are that.’ 
My trees had grown huge and feral, had seeded 

themselves and spread. More visitors came, some just to 
walk under their spreading branches, to breath in 
coolness. We even built a place for people to sit, and 
started to sell them teas. We had other visitors, though,
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people who stared at my garden with a mixture of rage 
and envy. They had plenty of names to call me. Mostly 
they seemed to feel I had stolen their good farmland. 
The fact that it had never been theirs and hadn’t been 
good before I got there kind of passed them by. The 
worst of them never set foot on my land—they just lay 
in wait for me when I had to go to town for supplies. I 
got shoved around pretty often, and once a lady came 
right up and spat in my face. After that, Joe wanted to 
do the run into town, but I said no. If he got shoved, he 
might just shove back, and then where’d we be? I 
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thought if I could just keep ignoring them they’d get 
tired and quit, but when I refused to respond, they took 
their complaints to someone who would listen. 

So Mr. Palt came to see us again. He had his chin 
pushed forward nervously so that his thin beard bristled. 
This time he had brought backup, a group of heavy 
shouldered men with faces like slabs who would not 
look me in the eye. They decided we would have our 
chat in the outdoor tea room. Mr. Palt perched 
uncomfortably on the edge of a chair but the other men 
chose to stand. 

‘Property prices have gone up,’ Mr. Palt observed. 
‘That would be your doing, I suspect.’ And he gave me 
a pre-planned indulgent chuckle. I waited for him to get 
to the point. ‘I must admit, you have made quite a 
difference to this place.’ He gazed around at the 
trembling green of leaves and nodded a few times. ‘As it 
turns out,’ he commended me, ‘you were wise to wait. 
You will make quite a profit when you sell, plenty of 
money for you to make a new start elsewhere.’ 

‘What?’ I asked, not keeping up. ‘Sell?’ 
‘And finding that well! You have had some 

remarkable luck, dear lady, remarkable!’ 
‘Luck?’ I asked, still trying to work out what was 

going on. The men Mr. Palt had brought with him 
shifted their feet impatiently. 

‘Ah, yes, remarkable.’ The men loomed behind him. 
‘Of course, your land is appallingly overgrown, but my 
friends here are quite willing to deal with that. They can 
slash and burn this weed jungle of yours and then the 
fertility of the land—’ 

‘They can WHAT?’ A young family nearby 
hurriedly finished off their teas, paid and left. Mr. Palt 
stared at me beadily from under his pouched lids. 
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‘It will have to be done, dear lady; it will have to be 
done. You must understand that the willful, wasteful 
misuse of good farmland cannot be tolerated 
indefinitely. We live in very difficult times, very 
difficult, and ah…’ He stood to leave. The group of men 
looked at him impatiently, but he smiled at them briefly 
and then turned to me, saying, ‘Better to sell than be 
forced out when people finally decide to take action, 
don’t you think?’ 

To be fair, I don’t think he intended to drop any hints 
to his companions that day. Mr. Palt was ready for a 
slow moving war of attrition, and I was ready to dig in 
and fight in the trenches. I figured on winning because I 
had already understood that my job was to grow the 
creature and its children, and for that all I needed was 
time, a little more time. Afterwards, of course, the slab 
faced men piled blame onto Mr. Palt’s hunched 
shoulders, but then you’d expect that. 

Through all this, people who loved my trees kept 
coming, begging for my help. By that time most of them 
were traveling a long way to get to us, too far for me to 
walk with the rain beast. I needed a way to seed more 
wells. Eventually a thought came to me—that I should 
gather glass bottles and fill them with well water, then 
bring them to the creature. I waited while it dropped a 
shining gobbet of spit carefully into each container. It 
watched me closely as I screwed on the lids. The blobs 
took shape and the water gleamed with coils in the light. 
Sometimes there was a flash of needle fangs, the 
shadow of an embryo floating, eyes closed. I 
understood, even then, what it was that I was sending 
out into the world, what must happen, but the people 
who came to buy my water to seed their wells did not 
want to know about that. They wanted the magical 
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bottles of liquid because they would work, and came 
from further and further afield to get them, giving what 
they could in return, young plants, a few chickens to 
scratch among the leaves, a package or two of seeds. 
Laughing with embarrassment, they would promise that 
they were going to sing, to play music, right out loud. 
And maybe even dance. 

One evening after everyone had left I went down to 
the twilit shoreline with the creature, seeking silence 
and space to think in. It flung itself out over the waters, 
clawing great runnels in the waves, shredding their tops 
into glittering foam as it leapt high and out, far out to 
sea. I waited for some time, gazing out over the 
whitecaps. A rising wind was slapping the rocks with 
spray, stinging my cheeks and whipping my hair into 
my mouth. I called, singing out across the ocean, but no 
answer came. The horizon was empty, and sharp gusts 
whirled dust around my ankles. 

The wind grew wilder; I heard it crashing through 
the treetops like waves as I drifted off to sleep. But it 
was another noise that jerked me into wakefulness, 
something unfamiliar. I sat up, dream fuddled, trying to 
work out what it was. It sounded as if a giant’s soup pot 
was boiling rapidly in my storeroom, and far too slowly 
I realized that this was the deep seethe and splutter of 
flames. I grabbed a blanket around myself and ran 
outside, turning on my heels to stare upward, hand 
pressed over my mouth to hold in a shriek. Gouts of fire 
spurted out from under the storeroom’s eaves as the 
blaze took hold. An explosion in the forest finally tore 
the wail of despair from my smoke roughened throat. 
Flames, driven by the wind, spiraled upward from 
burning tree tops, sparks snapping from their heights. 
The creature was nowhere to be seen. 
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Dark figures were darting out from the shadows, 
stumbling when a gust caught them out into the open. 
My yells were lost in the chaos of fire and wind. The 
arsonists had their truck parked out on the narrow road, 
doors slammed as they scrambled in, tires squealed. 
Headlights crisscrossed in the smoky night. My near 
neighbors, well owners all, were racing to my aid, 
blocking the road with their vehicles. The invader’s 
truck side-swiped one of them as it pulled out onto the 
road and I saw a battered pickup teeter on two wheels in 
the ocherous light. The fleeing vehicle fishtailed, 
skidded, and ploughed into a ditch. The old pickup 
regained its balance, jouncing off the road as it did so. 

Joe’s truck jolted to a halt and he leapt out, shouting, 
‘Miss Ava! What happened?’ his eyes were filled 

with the orange flicker of flames. My friends had 
brought barrels of precious water, droplets that would 
hiss away into nothing in the face of this conflagration. 

‘Come to me!’ I screamed my summons into the 
gale, desperate as a witch in a tumbril. ‘Come now!’ and 
at last the creature flew howling in from the sea. It 
shuddered over the roof, ripped away the storeroom wall 
and doused the fire with one drenching punch of its 
breath. It tore branches as it passed, hailing them down 
on the fleeing arsonist’s heads. Bellowing, my water 
genie ripped through our forest, sucking the air away 
from flames and spitting it back as a thick, steaming 
fog. It circled back, lashing the invaders till they 
dragged themselves toward the sodden remains of my 
house, pleading for sanctuary. The beast snarled, rattling 
the walls, then wound its length back in amongst the 
scorched trees, muttering over the wet black ashes of all 
we had lost. 
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When the police arrived they paid no attention to 
garbled stories about a monster, especially since my 
friends and I all stated firmly and sanely that we had 
never seen any such thing. The fire-starting equipment 
the men still had in their backpacks betrayed them, and 
that was when they decided to implicate Mr. Palt. They 
were hoping blame shared would be blame halved, I 
guess. The mayor left town in kind of a hurry, and we 
gained the time we needed. 

Our charred trees soon grew a fuzz of brilliant green 
on their blackened trunks, regenerating faster than I 
would have thought possible. The clearings created by 
the freak windstorm (we had all agreed to call it that) 
soon filled with vigorous new growth. The kids and I 
planted more trees. They danced under a roof of leaves 
while I tapped my feet on the porch. We sent out more 
and more bottles of our well seeding water, each with a 
new formed genie turning in its depths. The immense 
presence coiled within our green labyrinth grew, and 
waited. 

 
Sometimes I slide into the tangled forest deeps to 

find my creature where it lurks. 
‘You grow great,’ I whisper. ‘The little ones we have 

scattered increase in strength.’ Then I clasp one curved 
talon, cold and heavy as water between my hands. I cool 
my forehead on the scales of a huge knuckle, singing a 
song from long ago as visions of the fresh floods to 
come rise behind my closed eyes, ‘It’s a hard… It’s a 
hard rain’s a-gonna fall.’ The death of the old, the birth 
of the new—both of them hurt, and neither can be 
stopped when their time has come. The creature leans 
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down to breathe its rain scented breath into my nostrils. 
‘Soon,’ I whisper. ‘Soon.’ 
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We Are All Wasteland on the 
Inside 

Benjanun Sriduangkaew 
 

 
Illustration © 2016, Eric Asaris 

 
She is dying, the old spymaster, when I visit her house. 
Spread all over the room: lethargic on the bed, a hand 
(thick, callused) pinned to the ceiling, a leg (long, 
shapely) dangling from a bookshelf. The rate of her 
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decay has been rapid, toxins mating and making nations 
in her body, fighting wars and creating cultures and 
making history that expresses in the bioluminescence 
blotting her skin. It looks editorial, opal tones and 
swallowed sea-storms, and would have made her the 
star of a body-mod exhibit. Jellyfish chic, arising salt-
thick and hungry from the deep. 

But still she breathes and when she sees me, she 
says, “Help yourself.” 

The bar is fully stocked, red bottles and faceted cups. 
Clean stirrers, cleaner glassware. She has a 
housekeeper, some fresh-faced (as they eternally are) 
upsorn-sriha newly out of the forest: the sandals left at 
the door are telltale, delicate gold and shaped for 
hooves. For my drink I pick smoky wine and red petals 
that dissolve in the alcohol, giving up spice and salt and 
sour. I skip the coconut syrup that’s supposed to go with 
the cocktail. Sweet things are not my province. 

I settle on a chaise lounge. It’s distracting, her 
collapse, the slow agony of a body pushing free of each 
other as though they are similarly polarized magnets. 
Phantom limbs have sprung from the sockets of her arm 
and leg. They curl about her, boneless, barely real in 
their pallor. Her torso is intact otherwise, the head still 
firmly joined to the rest. A pre-murder scene, avant-
garde and carefully posed on sheets and headboard for 
maximum statement. She must be on anesthetics, 
medulla oblongata sloshing in drugs, but her eyes are 
steady, her voice smooth and uninterrupted by 
intoxication. 

“I’m your assigned legal executor.” A sip: as hard-
hitting as I expected. She has good taste and the means 
to satisfy it, though I can’t imagine she has enjoyed 
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anything lately. “We’ll need your authorization to 
unseal your will, Khun Jutamat.” 

Her mouth pinches. A smile aborted late-term. “I 
don’t have one.” 

That’s news to me. I know she has close family and 
two ex-wives. “Your property will revert to the state.” 

“I’ll be dead and money won’t matter to me. I didn’t 
ask for you specifically on account of your law degree. 
You worked with police.” 

“Yes, ma’am.” I have worked in many things: 
theater, accounting, a stint in forensics and vice. Mine is 
a timeline in disarray, but so are most people’s. Much of 
life has become debris and dead skin after Himmapan, 
the convergence event. 

Jutamat’s poltergeist arm stretches unsteadily, the 
movements more like limp rubber than bone and 
muscle. Undulating, repulsive. “It’s a good range of 
skills. Much more important than one’s bank balance or 
where that balance goes after one expires. You and I, 
we’ll solve my murder together before I go.” 

 
In Jutamat’s garden there is a tree, old, its canopies 

dripping star-shaped leaves. Gold, green, tipped in stark 
white. It is heavy with a crop of makkalee fruits on the 
cusp of maturity and independence from the bough. I 
have never seen one of these trees; they don’t grow just 
anywhere and resist attempts at cultivation. Only at the 
liminal edges do they flourish, where Himmapan hovers 
and seeps into city, black loam making sludge of 
asphalt, green radiance splattering traffic signs and 
sidewalks. Where birds fly too close to that border they 
disappear, the dirt-crusted pigeons and smoke-stained 
crows. 
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Accordingly there are no birds here or butterflies, no 
ants or amphibians. All is clean. Not a blade of grass is 
too long; no weeds or infestation of fungi touch the 
earth, no mark of worm or insect hunger on petals. 
Frangipani, lotuses—either Jutamat favors those, or no 
other flower would grow. Symbols of passing on and 
peace, respectively. Appropriate perhaps. 

Myth tells that makkalee fruits are alluring and 
sweetly scented. Reality is less glamorous. They smell 
faintly vegetal rather than like palm sugar, jasmines, or 
some heavenly blossom. On the ground one of them lies 
fallen and premature, ivory skin bruised from impact 
and seeping blue sap. I turn it in my palm, tracing the 
contours of full breasts and small waist, flared hips and 
thick thighs. The face is rough, a work in progress, but 
there is already a nose and mouth defined, eye sockets 
deepening. The ones on the bough are shaped similarly. 
All makkalee fruits from the same tree look alike, 
replicated over and over in some internal mold, the way 
dolls emerge from a factory. 

“Have you ever met one of them full grown?” 
I put the fruit down. Jutamat’s wheelchair labors, for 

all that her mass can’t weigh that much anymore. Shreds 
of her ghost leg get stuck in mechanism, between joints. 
“Can’t say I have, ma’am.” 

“Poor conversationalists. They only think of the soil 
and the air, rain and sun. Not much else; I can’t imagine 
what hermits in legends see. But then, mythical 
hermits tend to be ugly and desperate.” She wheels 
forward. It continues to be a struggle, looking at her 
directly. The eye protests. Optic nerves flinch. The mind 
attempts to reconstitute what is there and fails. “Rumor 
has it that eating makkalee will cure any ill. Incorrect, of 
course. My housekeeper planted this, by the way, to 
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keep her company—not many Himmapan natives live in 
the neighborhood. Would you like a bite? Think of it 
like molded chocolate or marzipan.” 

“I will pass, thank you.” I don’t consider myself 
squeamish. But still they look humanlike and, given 
time to ripen, they will talk like humans too. Pastiche 
personhood. “I don’t think I am the person you want for 
this.” A simple arrangement of paperwork, what will go 
where, a list of beneficiaries and then a cut for the tax 
collectors. That is what it should have been. 

“I’ll be the judge of that. You were police, more or 
less.” 

“Less rather than more.” With effort I focus on the 
banal details: her thinning hair, the indented scar on her 
chin. “What makes you think there’s a crime to figure 
out, a perpetrator to bring to justice?” 

“Justice has nothing to do with it, Khun Oraphin. I 
seek satisfaction and, from your records with forensics, 
you seem to have a nose for the strange. When you were 
very young, you were lost in Himmapan for a day, I 
understand.” 

A day to my parents; a month to me. It wasn’t a bad 
month—Himmapan is kind to children, and I was 
twelve going on thirteen, sufficiently young and 
sufficiently pure—but I returned changed, one of the 
first to have made the crossing before true convergence. 
No one believed me, at first, until the parents of another 
child went on air. Talk shows, taken seriously by 
nobody, and then a handful of lost children grew to a 
dozen, a score. We became a generation. Himmapan, 
the domain of many things, but foremost among them 
the eagle and the serpent. When I open my hand I half-
expect to be clutching a feather the color of clear night, 
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the color of polished cobalt. This is a hallucination 
that’s seated itself deep inside me, parasitic, cancerous. 

“I suppose I was, ma’am.” I never say anything else. 
Not the details. Not anything. 

“Stop calling me that. You aren’t my servant.” Her 
flesh leg twitches; she is trying to cross it, but the other 
one is insubstantial and does not obey. I wonder if the 
amputated leg, alone in that room, flexes and pulls with 
effort. “I was one of the people poring over your case 
file, back then. It all looked like a threat to national 
security at the time.” 

Sixteen years ago. “What’d you like me to do, Khun 
Jutamat?” 

“Help me figure this out,” she says. “My fortune 
isn’t going anywhere. It’s not inconsiderable—you 
would know. It would serve a dead woman poorly, but 
you’re alive and prone to stay that way for decades yet. 
Sort this out and I’ll sign it all to you.” 

Her assets are significant, no denying that. My 
thoughts dart—avarice is so magnetic—to the 
possibilities, the fantasies, the horizons out of reach. 
Money is not all, especially in the changed world, but it 
is still much. Humanity does not function without a 
currency. We’ve knotted ourselves too tight to go back 
to barter and an exchange of labor, to discard the coins 
and the notes and the checks. Even those of the forest 
are becoming like us in that way. “Your family isn’t 
going to be happy with me.” 

She issues a low chuckle, a sound of paper rustling 
on wood. “What does it matter, whether they are happy? 
Come, I’m not dying any slower. The sooner we get 
started, the better.” 
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To trace any curse, the most obvious and essential 
first step is to examine the site of its effect, in this case 
Jutamat’s body parts. There will be a piece of buffalo 
hide, a fragment of tooth or finger-bone, as vector for 
malice. I imagine the housekeeper on her dainty deer 
hooves dusting the celadon and polishing the teak floor, 
precise steps as she cleans around these lost limbs. Not 
everyone can afford upsorn-sriha staff, hard workers as 
well as supreme ornaments. All the rage in any 
establishment of class and currency, any household of 
taste and opulence. For myself I can’t stand those quiet 
hooved girls, but I am no tastemaker. 

With gloves on—best practice must be followed—I 
pull down the detached limbs. The hand is first and 
hardest, speared in place by a reptilian tongue of 
glistening iron. It bleeds when I bring it down, though 
Jutamat evinces no reaction save mild amusement. The 
leg—it is a whole leg, complete, from thigh to tiptoes. 
Fetching it is simple; handling it less so. The weight of 
the limb is hot and heavy, confrontational in its gross 
mortality, the bones and muscles and wrinkled skin at 
the knees. I seize it around the ankle at first, then 
reverse my grip when I realize that the position would 
put the thigh much too close to my face. Maneuvering it 
awkwardly to a sofa I put it down and try not to think on 
the intimacy of this. The detachment happened right at 
the point where it joined the groin, clean. 

The leg smells faintly of shower cream, not the 
cheap type: this is essential oils, bergamot and 
frankincense, an underlying note of subtle fruits. The 
poison must have preserved the parts entirely, 
suspended them in the moment of amputation. “What 
were you doing when this happened?” 
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“I’d just come out of a bath. That was the first one.” 
Her voice falters, only just, then resumes smooth: 
lifetime-practiced control sanding off the edge of 
trauma. “How does it end?” 

“Your head.” Not that I have seen it in action but 
there are reports and studies. Few ailments of 
supernatural sources have not been catalogued, 
compared, cross-referenced into mundanity. We forge 
the changed earth through empiricism and remorseless 
analysis. The poets and dreamers thought they would be 
ascendant, but after all it’s people like me and Jutamat 
who thrive. Pragmatists who know how to move 
through the world, and know how to move it in turn by 
levers and hand-wheels. “It’s mostly painless. As far as 
I know, ma’am.” 

Jutamat makes a noise through her teeth, strained and 
thin and high: distilled panic. “Two to five months, 
though they say it escalates toward the final stage.” 

“Do you have enemies?” 
“In my profession, at my age, who does not? Unless 

one is devoted to nothing but pushing pens and shuffling 
papers. Any number of people, domestic and foreign, 
would want me gone.” She sips from a glass of anchan 
tea so cold it radiates, mentholated and lambent. “After 
sixty I’d have thought they would leave me alone to die 
naturally. I guess not. Should’ve smoked and drunk 
more.” 

The past doesn’t relent and deeds like hers don’t 
fade, not that she needs reminding. When I open her 
detached hand it feels exhibitionist—perhaps 
voyeuristic?—to be caressing, touching, playing with an 
older stranger’s appendage. Her palm is empty: I’d 
expected a sliver, a thorn, the swell of a small tooth 
hiding under skin. The obvious carrier of a curse. If 
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only, for once, existence would oblige by being simple. 
“Have you been having dreams?” Sleep paralysis, a 
ghostly face greenly lit. The paranormal is predictable in 
its symptoms, easier than viruses and cancer to 
diagnose, more straightforward by far than the caprices 
of human flesh. 

“No dreams. No, that’s not quite true. One dream. A 
khrut. Young. Female. Four arms. She’s sitting on a 
chair. Blue like her feathers.” Her expression pinches: 
this is not a woman used to sharing her dreams. “She’s 
singing, I suppose, but there is no sound. Like you are 
receiving faulty signal, visual without auditory.” 

I look at the leg, perfunctory, pushing at the skin and 
peering behind the knee. “I will need to consult.” 

“Who, a shaman?” 
“No.” The leg falls from my hand and rests, limp, on 

the table. It will leave smudges on the glass and the 
housekeeper will have to wipe that away. She will have 
to put the limbs somewhere, too, arrange them in neat 
order. Maybe a mannequin, custom-made to Jutamat’s 
build. “I will get back to you as soon as possible.” 

Throughout all this, she has not asked how to stop 
the toxin of unmaking. Some curses are like the 
common flu. Others are cousin to genetic defects, 
unliftable, incurable. It sits there inside, cystic slag 
hardening to fossil, a seismic fault-line in the soul. The 
only answer is passage into the next life. 

Reincarnation is the true panacea. 

 
There’s nothing magical about Krungthep. The 

writers and artists were wrong, and what once resided 
within their fantasias and imagination are now 
everyday—everywhere. Metaphor and allegory no 
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longer serve, having turned literal overnight. Even the 
statues and stencils in Suvarnaphum have come alive, 
adopted as vessels for the creatures they once depicted 
as fictional. What is the point of words on pages, or 
nielloware etchings or delicate carved ivory, when the 
genuine articles are full of voice and viscera? 

It’s strange: others who have wandered into 
Himmapan as children, the ones I know, none of them 
turned to art when they grew up. Not painting or 
sculpting, not the piano or the jakhe, neither verse nor 
prose. Those from the forest make better images and 
music than we do in any case. Maybe we are meant for 
brute industry and surgical calculation while they are 
built for the rest, including philosophy. 

Every time need summons me to Suvarnaphum, I 
bring vast quantities of food. They trend red, a menu 
selected for the carnivore’s palate. The giants caneat 
fruits and vegetables like anyone else, but they enjoy 
those no more than a child, and unlike a child they don’t 
need to worry about cavities, caloric intake, diabetic 
futures. Himmapan beings can eat as much as they like, 
gobbling up carcinogens and cholesterol with no cost or 
effect. 

The giants make their home where first-class 
passengers used to check into Thai Airways, under a 
pavilion of banana leaves that never brown. Few 
travelers venture near for fear of the giants’ appetite, 
and not without reason. There have been 
disappearances, though never remains. There have been 
questions, though never investigations. I do know for a 
fact that the giants are tremendous eaters and that they 
leave no bones. 

All three are home today, reclining on cushions made 
from hammered bronze and holding plates made from 
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black nacre. Empty. Around them, the walls gleam with 
tableaus of holiness. Prince Siddhartha stepping on the 
lotuses of his birth; Prince Siddhartha forsaking his 
palace to seek the ascetic’s path; Prince Siddhartha 
triumphing over demonic temptation. 

As one the giants look at me, or at least turn their 
attention. Each of them has four faces apiece with eyes 
to match, their gazes reading existence in compound. 
Their faces are theatrical masks, red and blue and green, 
bristling tusks like machetes. Wood and acrylic 
transmuted to sinew and iron. I’ve asked them why they 
don’t wear their own flesh and get answers in verse that 
leave me no more enlightened. They have an abiding 
love of Sanskrit, which I never bothered learning (does 
anyone, who was once spirited away?); that is the 
province of a government liaison (I avoid that entire 
division—too many fetishists). 

“Child,” one of them says, “you did not come empty-
handed; we can smell.” 

This is a ritual—they don’t talk without a bribe. The 
styrofoam boxes I brought are damp with blood and 
grease: cartilage flavored hot and sour, dripping meat 
just barely rare, plastic jars of namprik and dry chili. 
Pork, beef, the animal is nearly moot. As long as it is 
flesh that once belonged to a walking creature, flesh that 
once housed cardiac muscles the size of a fist. I don’t 
think much of vegetarianism, but if anything could turn 
me herbivorous it would be them, not religion or even 
health problems. 

Once they have filled their plates, the blue one says, 
“You look in want of a tale.” 

The green one chuckles, a sound like a landslide 
about to begin. “We tell stories not to excite or intrigue, 
but to harden their truth.” 
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(Don’t you have names? I asked. The crunch of 
femur and the slide of tongue on new guts, they said. I 
didn’t ask again. You could call them Morrakot, 
Tuptim, and Pailin, but those are such soft names next 
to their predator might.) 

“I don’t. I need to know—” My breath trembles, cuts 
short, a juddering knock against my teeth. “I need to 
know if Panthajinda is alive.” 

They look at one another. Enough eyes to spare, still, 
to look at me too. “You left a wound in Himmapan, 
child.” This from the red one, though they all have the 
same voice, asphalt and seismic calculus. “It seeks to 
restore itself, in khrut-shape or not.” 

I was a child, I could say; I did not know what I was 
doing. But the actual meat of it, the reality, is what it is 
and will not bend to my excuses. “Let me talk to her.” 
What remains of her. 

The green giant opens their mouth, and keeps 
opening. Past the unhinging of jaw it opens, a gaping 
hole lined with bright tongues and red teeth. I have seen 
it before, and don’t look away, but it’s not a sight I wish 
on anyone. The tongues and teeth roar and blur into a 
vermillion haze. Himmapan colors bleed into that with 
difficulty. Sometimes I don’t think the giants are from 
the forest at all; it is a place of green and gold and opal 
radiance while the giants are red on red inside, a hungry 
insatiable mass. 

The image stabilizes and there is Panthajinda, 
enthroned, eyes shut. When I left her and Himmapan, 
we were both children, but her echo—spirit remnant, 
dregs at cup’s end—has aged, tall and strong, her four 
arms immaculate. Two for the wings, two for human 
things. Droplets of water in her black-sun hair, on her 
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gilded throat. She looks asleep; of course she looks 
asleep, a goddess at rest. 

How do you begin to apologize, even if it wasn’t 
your fault. How do you start to grieve, when you are as 
good as the murderer. The giants don’t judge or 
condemn, but they don’t have to. 

We don’t talk; what communication occurs is at a 
preverbal level, the sensation of elevating pulse and 
heart knotting into stone, the memory of dying. Wisdom 
passes from her to me in impressionistic blots, truths on 
mortality and samsara that turn like barbed wheels. The 
dead don’t have secrets to keep. They tell you 
everything, everything. All you need to do is ask, all 
you need to have is the stomach to bear. 

I promised myself I wouldn’t cry; it leaves me small 
and brittle, robbed of dignity. I break this promise, 
every time. 

On the train ride home I watch a girl, seventeen 
maybe, compulsively blotting her face. Sheet after 
sheet; she is too sweaty and the air conditioning too 
sluggish. At the far end of the carriage, two kinnaree 
murmur in quiet conversation, fair salaries and weather, 
the merits of birdseed and imported fruits. Their 
foreheads and noses produce no excess sebum. Their 
eyelashes are voluminous without the requirement of 
mascara, their lips pink without the assistance of 
lipstick, their skin lustrous and poreless without the help 
of foundation. Enough of them and the cosmetics 
industry will go extinct entirely. Himmapan women 
make farang supermodels look pickled and haggard, 
farang celebrities overpainted and swollen with botox. 

Back at my apartment, I take out the lockbox that has 
accompanied me from move to move down the years, 
home to dormitory to apartment. It’s small and 
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mundane, a dial lock to guard it and not much else. Few 
pieces of jewelry are attached to my name and all of 
them reside here, but the star is this: two bangles beaten 
thread-thin, clinched together by a star sapphire. The 
one gift from Panthajinda that she intended to be the 
first of many. Funny really; it was given to a child, but 
somehow it’s stretched as my wrist grew, the gold so 
soft and so warm. I rarely wear it. For two days I don’t 
leave my apartment, pulling blackout curtains over the 
windows, double-bolting my door, switching off my 
phone. An anechoic chamber, liberated from human 
interaction. 

On the third day, I return to Khun Jutamat’s house, 
the bangles gleaming on my wrist. I’m dehydrated, 
famished, and my head is full of feathers. 

She isn’t home, but one of her staff lets me in on her 
instruction. Wait in the garden, they say; she’ll be back 
shortly from the hospital. Perhaps some miracle cure has 
been found, last-minute. Most likely not. 

Her garden overlooks the Chaopraya, which isn’t 
what it used to be, that mucky sewage-blighted self. 
After Himmapan and Krungthep collided the river has 
been running clear, its skin lacerated nacreous white, 
smelling of cleanness and paya-nak and—toward the 
sea—mermaids. To filth the waters is to court incredible 
misfortune, swifter and harsher than falling apart 
slowly. So much converges, so much moves inexorably. 
What Himmapan brought is not magic but consequence. 
What happens to us, inside, is a wasteland. 

The upsorn-sriha housekeeper steps, dainty, onto the 
verandah. The tray she carries holds a perspiring glass. 
Her eyes are downcast, demure. You always forget the 
damage an upsorn-sriha can do, they all have this look 
of harmless grace, their delicate feet made for running. 
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Away, you think, because of the folktales. Kinnaree, 
upsorn-sriha, makkalee fruits, all the girlish things of 
the forest who exist to be captured, painted, admired. 

I take the glass, gazing into it, the milky tea. Its flat, 
bright orange, the same color a child might shade in a 
sun. I think of drinking it in one big gulp, emptying the 
glass just like that and grinding the ice to dust in my 
mouth. “Is this painful?” 

“Pardon, ma’am?” Even her voice is ordinary. Her 
face too, plain and homely as though she’s been 
particularly cursed among a species made for 
breathtaking beauty. 

“Whatever you added to the tea. Will it put me to 
sleep without pain, or do you mean for me to suffer like 
Khun Jutamat did? Or worse.” 

Her gaze meets mine, direct, before fixing on the 
bangle. The star sapphire that is so like the color of 
Panthajinda’s wings. “She was meant to be a queen 
among khrut.” 

“I remember you now.” A handmaiden, or childhood 
companion. Panthajinda didn’t give her much attention 
during the time I was in Himmapan; I was novel while 
the upsorn-sriha was not. She used to hover just out of 
sight, dutiful and a little sad, I thought. “You must’ve 
been there when she died.” 

“She wouldn’t have been there near the river, had 
you not slipped. So close to the territory of her enemies. 
They were at war; still are.” 

It’s not as though I need reminding. The war 
between nak and khrut, that forever enmity between 
those of the water and the sky. Serpent against eagle. As 
a child I didn’t understand it; as a child I thought only of 
Himmapan as a vast playground, freer than any 
Krungthep street. “I couldn’t have known.” That the nak 
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would drag her in and drown her; that her wings—
strong on land, impossibly mighty in flight—would be 
deadweight in water, no use at all. “She was a child.” 

 

 
Illustration © 2016, Eric Asaris 

 
 “She would have grown to rule and command. They 

destroyed her as they would any weapon. I will avenge 
her, but their logic wasn’t unsound.” 

The nak spared me, once my purpose as bait was 
past. Because I was a human child, they said, and to 
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take a mortal life was a sin. Not so with another of 
Himmapan kind. With others of the forest, any tactic 
was permissible, any death a justification unto itself. 
“Would this even bring her back?” Killing Jutamat, 
killing me. 

She stares at me, unblinking. Do deer need to blink, I 
wonder. “It’s not the flesh—Khun Jutamat, like you, is 
mortal—but the essence, the karmic heft. Some are 
bound for better destinies than others. You should pay 
for what you did, but your place on the wheel is far 
beneath what I require. Khun Jutamat is gold. You are 
dross.” 

How strange that the spymaster is, evidently, 
possessed of greater virtue than most. Than me, though 
that’s no surprise. “What is still there…” My breath 
comes out thin. “It’s not her anymore.” 

The first hint of anger: “What do you know about my 
liege.” 

Nothing, nothing at all. An image, a memory. The 
dead bears no resemblance, a distant cousin to their 
living selves. Less. “How many more do you need?” 
Counting cargo, reducing it to simple arithmetic. 

“If I find a single shining soul, rich and pure, it will 
suffice to give her a new body. I will need nothing 
more.” 

“Isn’t this prohibited for you.” Human lives: 
Jutamat’s and whoever else’s, before and after. How 
many in total, I could ask, balancing a checkbook. 
Murders against one resurrection, crimes against one act 
of reparation. 

Her hands twitch; her shoulders coil, tense. “I may 
be exiled. But I will see her back.” 

Isn’t that what love is like, after all. What I feel for—
about—Panthajinda is tangled in an ideal. I slide the 
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bangles off my wrist, hold them out to the upsorn-sriha 
whose name I have not asked (and would she tell me? 
No). “Take it. More yours than mine.” 

She might move to slap it out of my hands, out of 
pride. Instead she takes those thin gold threads and puts 
them onto her wrist. Slimmer than mine, and already the 
bangles appear to fit as though they’d been made just 
for her. She doesn’t offer, But she would have wanted 
you to keep them. No quarter. 

When she’s gone, I drink the tea. Not too sweet, not 
too much condensed milk. It’s just right and it’s just tea, 
unburdened by the acrimonious acid of poison or curse. 

When she was still alive, I asked Panthajinda what 
Himmapan would have been like untouched by human 
imagination; how the wars would have played out, how 
each race would have evolved, deific and alien. Meeting 
you is the best thing that ever happened to me, 
Oraphin, she said. I can’t wait to see your Krungthep, 
all your skyscrapers, all your lights. We could go to 
school together. After she died, I asked her again, and it 
was then I learned that the dead do not use words, do 
not speak. Instead she showed me an image, a dark line 
stretching forever, drinking all light: an event horizon, 
full of ruin, the endpoint of Himmapan crossing over. 
There is no room for dreamers. 

On the way out I take a final look at Jutamat’s lost, 
forlorn limbs, stacked together in the living room. Two 
legs, one arm. Soon she will be simply a human torso, 
and then not even that. Maybe that is the future. An 
epidemic of disassembly and all of us lying exposed, 
apart, awaiting the end. 

I will be there too. By then Panthajinda will have 
come back, picking a path through the vision she 
foresaw. She will glide on her taloned feet, the upsorn-
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sriha at her side, and stop by my body. For one last time, 
I will see her again. 
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Over the New Horizon 
T.D. Walker 

 

 
Illustration © 2016, Toeken. 

 
Early, too early to be this hot. Millie settled onto the 
couch across from her older sister, Dot, and pulled her 
embroidery hoop from its basket. She fanned herself 
with the stretched muslin; the long trail of an unfinished 
stitch arced beneath it. 

“You’ll lose another needle that way, Millicent,” Dot 
said. 

“I didn’t leave the needle on the thread, Dorothy.” 
For what seemed like the seventeenth morning in a 

row, her mother and her sister fell into the same 
conversation about refreshments for Dot’s wedding 
reception, flowers, dresses, the trousseau. Days ago, 
Dot had asked whether Millie was too young to know 
about the more delicate items in the last, but their 
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mother had insisted that she’d need to learn about them 
sooner or later. Millie jammed her hand into the basket 
and dug around for a needle. One found her fingertip. 
“Next, Mama, you’ll say that Dot needs to decide on 
lace for the veil, won’t you?” 

Dot and their mother looked up from their stitching. 
“I was just getting to that,” her sister said. “Thank 
you.” 

Millie pulled her hand out of the basket. She waved 
her finger and watched the needle wobble before falling 
onto the muslin. A drop of blood followed. She picked 
up the needle and threaded it. Automatically, her fingers 
stitched forget-me-not after forget-me-not, small and 
dark to cover the blood. Tomorrow, there would be 
more heat, more talk, more small dark flowers covering 
the fabric of yet another handkerchief that no one would 
ever use. 
 
1. Millie Dietrich: Seeing the Future 
 

Just above Pluto’s wispy atmosphere, the object lay 
waiting to call out. Many questions about this object 
remain unanswered: Why stop at Pluto when life would 
be found, if at all, on planets closer to the Sun? Why 
send its message intermittently? Was the object 
triggered to call out again by the 2015 New 
Horizons fly-by? And, most importantly, what does its 
message mean? 

The answers to these questions lie in the future. The 
answer to another lies in the past: Who heard its 
message first? 

On November 21, 2020, the now-famous student 
exhibit Over/Hea(r)d opened in Houston. This exhibit, 
inspired by the fortieth anniversary of SETI’s 
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SERENDIP program the year before, featured a 
collaboration between photographer and MFA candidate 
Brandon Lopez and Caroline Agarwal, a PhD candidate 
in astrophysics. Lopez photographed small segments of 
sky in great detail selected from those Agarwal had 
already chosen to analyze as part of her dissertation. 
Agarwal provided Lopez with locations and brief 
recordings of the signals that coincided with the time 
and location of the images. 

Lopez projected the images in a room partially 
concealed from the viewer. Agarwal’s recordings, 
overlaid with man-made electronic noise, played in time 
with the changing images. One of the images featured a 
segment of sky in which Pluto was located. The 
recording for this segment contained the signal we now 
know originated from the object. Agarwal and her 
advisers initially dismissed the signal as artificial noise, 
though they soon eliminated that possibility after the 
exhibit opened. After learning of this discovery, Lopez 
speculated on the signal on his blog before Agarwal 
published her findings, including quotes from Agarwal 
on the fact that she believed the signal must be coming 
from an extraterrestrial intelligence. In her published 
paper, Agarwal was far more circumspect. Lopez later 
admitted he should have been as well in releasing his 
view of the initial contact, given the aftermath of the 
speculation. 

But this wasn’t the first time humans have heard 
from this object. In 1939, Mrs. Millie Dietrich, then 
Miss Millie Hanson, began her work as an assistant to 
her uncle, Dr. Oscar Schultz, a physics professor at 
Houston College. Millie soon became fascinated by her 
uncle’s work with radio telescopes. One afternoon in 
May 1940, according to family lore, Millie stumbled 
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upon a signal she later calculated as originating near the 
newly-discovered Pluto. Through the radio static, she 
heard a pattern unlike any she’d heard before. At the 
time she noted the pattern and the frequency, though 
records of this have been lost. 

In 1940, Dr. Schultz’s focus shifted from radio 
astronomy to RAdio Detecting And Ranging: RADAR. 
He had little time to devote to his niece’s possible 
discovery, as the world became embroiled in war. 
Despite Millie’s pleas for her uncle to look into the 
signal, Dr. Schultz dismissed her finding as a fluke. 

Now we know that Millie’s discovery may have been 
just that: the discovery of the object near Pluto. Letters, 
images, and family lore in this exhibit point to what 
might have been known far sooner had America not 
been drawn into the Second World War. 

 
2. The Object: Confirmation of the Signal 

 
Shortly after Agarwal and her advisers, Dr. Jennifer 

Clarke and Dr. Alex Garcia, determined that the signal 
was not man-made noise, they contacted colleagues at 
other institutions to confirm the finding. Pictured above 
is the email thread between Dr. Garcia and Dr. Charlotte 
Adams at Durham State University, in which Dr. Garcia 
jokingly refers to the pattern as “the second coming of 
the WOW signal.” Dr. Adams confirms the signal, 
proving him right. The source was calculated to be near 
Pluto. 

 
3. Photograph of Millie Hanson, aged 16. 1933. 
Hanson family home, Dallas, Texas. 
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Millie leans against the porch rails of her family 
home in Dallas, Texas. She wears a sundress she’d 
embroidered with stars. Her mother later uses her 
daughter’s gifts as a selling point in a letter, pictured 
right, asking Emma and Oscar to consider Millie as a 
house guest after her college graduation. In a later letter 
from Emma to Millie, Emma thanks Millie for 
embroidering a pillow for Emma’s newly redone sitting 
room. 

 
4. The Object: The First Press Conference 

 
On February 5, 2021, Dr. Clarke, Dr. Garcia, 

Agarwal, and others announced their findings at a joint 
Houston University/NASA press conference. Above is 
the video of the press conference in its entirety. They 
hoped that by keeping the announcement short and 
questions prescreened to cull wild speculation, they 
could prevent negative reaction from the public. At no 
time did any of the speakers or reporters use the term 
“alien.” 

By the time of the press conference, Lopez’ blog had 
already garnered thousands of inquiries from believers 
hoping to learn more about the aliens and skeptics 
seeking to disprove their existence. In an attempt to 
distance himself from the conspiracy theories and 
apocalyptic predictions, Lopez attended the conference 
with a press pass under a different name. He wanted to 
document the moment, and the images above are those 
he took of the event. 

 
5. Diploma from the Texas State College for Women. 
1939. Denton, Texas. 
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Millie’s reputation as a bright girl stuck with her 

throughout her life. In 1935, she enrolled at the Texas 
State College for Women. Initially, Millie intended to 
teach after college. Her interest in mathematics led to 
her focus on the subject, and she turned down teaching 
positions to work with her uncle, Dr. Oscar Schultz, 
professor of physics at Houston State College. 
 

“And how, exactly, was I to find this husband you 
want me to have when you sent me to a women’s 
college?” Millie kept her voice low, aimed at her 
mother. 

Dorothy sat down heavily. She was expecting her 
third; the first played on the rug at their feet while 
Dorothy’s mother bounced the second on her knee. 
“Who do you know in Austin?” 

“I’ll know the other teachers at the school,” Millie 
said. 

“You’ve had your adventures,” their mother said. 
“And now it’s time for you to focus on the rest of your 
life. Your responsibilities.” 

Millie picked up one of her mother’s countless 
porcelain figurines. This one, a toddler in a pale green 
dress, had lost its partner long ago, the sibling 
shattering on the wood floor. “How am I not doing that 
by accepting this offer?” 

“We’ll talk about it when your father gets home,” 
her mother said. 

Millie inhaled deeply. She set the figurine back on 
the shelf, where it could stare out at the living. 

 
6. The Object: Some First Thoughts on Origin 
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The first news stories dubbed the object the “Alien 
Probe.” Some scientists and historians proposed more 
likely scenarios, chief among them that a secret Soviet 
craft launched sometime in the 80s had gone wildly off 
course and was caught in Pluto’s orbit. The Soviets had 
sent missions to Venus and Mars; why not farther 
afield? 

Reviews of Soviet space agency records, pictured 
above, at first yielded information about this mission, a 
top-secret follow-up to other Soviet firsts: probes and 
landers on the Moon, Venus, and Mars. The records 
indicated that this mission would fly out to Pluto, the 
solar system’s farthest reach, and radio back when and 
if the USA sent a mission there as a sort of quiet 
reminder of Soviet supremacy. 

As convincing as these early records appeared, they 
were soon proved to be forgeries. No first-hand 
accounts of the mission exist, and the technological 
requirements for such a mission would have been 
beyond Soviet engineering capabilities at the time. 

 
7. Picture of Millie Hanson and Dr. Oscar Schultz, 
pictured in Dr. Schultz’s office. November 18, 1940. 

 
Here, Millie is pictured with Dr. Schultz in her 

second year of work for the university. She is wearing a 
fashionable wool suit with demure oxfords. Emma and 
Oscar Schultz had three sons, already grown, by the 
time Millie moved in with them. Emma is quoted as 
saying that Millie became more than a niece to her, 
nearer to something of a daughter. Dr. Schultz is said to 
have agreed with the sentiment. 
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This: aliveness, the stars just beginning to appear 
overhead. The young man, Sydney, in the driver’s seat 
shifts nervously. “I can take you home,” he offers. 

He doesn’t understand that this clear sky feels more 
her home than her aunt and uncle’s house. Millie leads 
him out of the car. She spreads out a blanket on the 
damp grass. They take turns drinking from the bottle of 
thin red wine. Nervously, she points out constellations. 
He explains something of the history of navigators. She 
kisses him, pulls him down to the blanket. 

They’d rushed through dinner, ordering sandwiches 
from the cafe near the house he shared with another 
bachelor in the history department. Uncle Oscar had 
warned off all the graduate students and young faculty 
in the physics and mathematics departments. She’d 
made an excuse to ask about maps after she learned the 
name of the young man who walked dreamily by her 
uncle’s office window each morning. 

And now, he was here, a physical presence moving 
above her. Moving against the stars. For a moment, 
during, she thought about all the men and women who 
didn’t exist on Mars. After, lying on his shoulder, she 
felt a sort of sadness that they couldn’t exist, that they 
could never feel what she had just felt. 

 
8. The Object: Further Study 

 
Clearly, the object and its signal demanded more 

study. A multinational commission was 
created―including the Russians and the Americans―to 
explore possible routes toward this end. Pictured above 
are diplomats, scientists, and religious leaders from 
twenty-three different countries. 
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The early talks yielded no consensus. Although the 
talks were held in private, rumors soon escaped the 
doors of the conference rooms. Some parties wanted to 
focus on denying the existence of the object; others 
wanted to publicly decry the object as a sign that 
humanity had committed some grave transgression. Still 
others wanted to send a series of nuclear weapons out to 
destroy it, fearing both the implications of alien life and 
its power to destroy humanity. 

In this climate, talks inevitably broke down. A joint 
task force sanctioned by the UN and comprised of 
members from NASA, the European Space Agency 
(ESA), the Indian Space Research Organization (IRSO), 
along with scientists and engineers from China, Japan, 
South Korea, Brazil, Argentina, Australia, Russia, and 
Canada agreed to meet in the subsequent months to 
resolve the technological problems of sending a craft 
out to study the object or bringing the object into the 
inner solar system for better access. 

 
9. Sketch of “The Plutonians” in a letter from 
George Hanson to Millie. February 7, 1941. 

 
In an almost eerie coincidence, Millie’s younger 

brother George sent her a letter with a drawing of the 
people of Pluto. Though Millie made her discovery in 
May 1940, she did not initially discuss it with her family 
outside of her letters with Dr. Schultz. Hanson’s 
drawings reflect the interest in the newly-discovered 
world shared by the country at large. 

In this drawing, three blue figures are seated around 
a table with a keyboard similar to that of a piano. One of 
the figures opens its mouth as if singing as the other two 
strike the keys with long, greenish fingers. An open 
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window behind the figures shows a series of deep ridges 
or canals receding off into the distance. A ghostly fourth 
figure, which appears to have been erased, waits outside 
a second, smaller window; Hanson presumably didn’t 
color in this figure with the same blue as the others. 

 
George devoured the copy of Mars and Its 

Canals she’d given him for Christmas soon after he’d 
devoured one of the oranges she’d brought him. Sticky 
orange fingerprints held the front page to the cover. 
Months of flipping through the pages marked his own 
canals through the book. He’d insisted she read the 
chapter about the discovery of the canals to him again, 
though she’d read it to him the two previous nights, and 
he’d read it himself earlier that day. 

“Why do you have to go back?” he asked her after 
she’d read the part about the absence of canals on 
Venus and Mercury to him again. 

Millie closed the book. “I’m helping Uncle Oscar 
with his work,” she said, but it was more than that, 
more than he could grasp. Uncle Oscar―Dr. Schultz as 
she called him at the university―had shown her Mars, 
Venus, Mercury through one of the optical telescopes. 
Absent were the cities Lowell had promised. Where 
some had seen a cold emptiness, Millie saw something 
she’d had trouble naming. 

Their mother peeked into the kitchen. “Bedtime, 
George,” she said. The boy, nearly ten now, trudged off 
behind his mother. 

Millie stayed a moment. The kitchen window framed 
the night sky, too clouded over to show her anything. 
Not that she would have been able to see that distant 
small planet. Had it been a month ago already since she 
heard that faint, unnatural pattern coming from its 
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direction? Dr. Schultz had given her leave to use the 
new radio telescope, one he and a young colleague had 
built earlier that fall. Unnatural, Lowell’s word. 
Unnatural, like a sentence with a pause. She hadn’t 
been able to catch the signal again. Her uncle had 
considered it for a moment before dismissing it. Radio 
telescopes picked up noise and signals from terrestrial 
sources, he’d said. You’re right, Millie conceded. And 
yet, leaving it was something she found herself unable to 
do. 

 
10. The Object: The First Plutonian Riots 

 
On March 12, 2021, the first Plutonian Riots erupted 

in several major cities across the globe. Riot organizers 
pulled together unlikely allies, including environmental 
extremists, religious zealots, students, and certain 
business leaders. Some government figures in less stable 
countries were implicated as well, using the riots as an 
excuse for coups. 

Damage to buildings and infrastructure worldwide 
totaled in the billions of US dollars. Organizers later 
claimed that they had planned actions so that loss of 
human life would be minimal, though best estimates 
placed that figure in the thousands, including two heads 
of state shot during the riots. 

Pictured above are images from Brandon Lopez’ 
exhibition, After the Fall, in which he documented 
clean-up efforts in ten cities. Lopez has expressed some 
regret for releasing the initial speculation to the Internet, 
though he has stated that he and Agarwal could not have 
known the devastating effects of their actions. Included 
in the six iconic images above is perhaps the most 
famous and disturbing: a rioter self-immolating in an 
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attempt to finish the job of burning down a telescope 
station in Chile. 

 
11. Page from a letter from Millie Hanson to Dr. 
Oscar Schultz, concerning the signal she received. 
1942. 

 
“Which, of course, I understand, Uncle. You’ve 

pointed out before the importance of what you’re doing 
now. I’ve written to Mrs. Wallace, and she says the 
equipment is all idle, from what her husband has said. 
She’s asked me kindly not to let out what she’s said 
beyond telling you. They’re all hard at work on, well, 
perhaps what you’re hard at work on, dear Uncle. So it’s 
not a matter of my work interfering with theirs. If you 
could find a moment to put in a word for me? 

I miss you and Aunt Emma terribly. Enclosed is the 
handkerchief I told you about in my last letter. It’s 
Orion and Canis Major. You probably don’t remember 
taking me and George for a walk and pointing them out 
to us years ago. Perhaps you do. We were up for a visit 
around Christmastime. Mother and Aunt Emma had 
cocoa waiting after. I asked George if he 
remembered―he would have been three or four 
then―and he did, only because he remembered I started 
crying because of the cold. Oh, but it wasn’t the cold. It 
was because Father made us all come inside, and I 
didn’t want to. You promised to show us the dog in the 
sky, but it wasn’t late enough for Canis Major. I wanted 
to go back out but-” 
 

Millie turned off the radio and lay on the pale blue 
couch. The rum punch her mother had served at the 
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open house last night left her useless. Useless: Millie’s 
word for so much lately. 

Her hand fell from the couch onto something hard 
and velvet. She picked it up: the red sandals she’d 
bought special for the event, kicked off so that she could 
lead some of the other ladies in a jitterbug. Her useless 
red sandals with their heels and bows. Since Uncle 
Oscar left the university for military research, since 
she’d been sent back home, Millie found herself more 
and more useless. 

At first, she’d devoted herself to buying dresses and 
shoes, beautiful things she’d probably never wear once 
she went back to Houston. If she ever went back to 
Houston. The shoes and clothes bored her now. She 
read the letters she’d received from Evelyn Wallace, the 
youngest of the faculty wives, until the paper grew thin 
at its folds. She’d thrown herself back into embroidery, 
making prizes for the church raffles, tokens for the boys 
overseas. And the victory garden in the backyard―that 
had taken up the rest of the mornings. 

All of it felt useless to her. The tomatoes planted too 
late in the season, the unworn dresses, the 
handkerchiefs no one would use because the stitching 
was too perfect. At least the work she’d done made her 
feel useful. Alive. Beautifully and usefully and terribly 
unnaturally alive. 

 
12. The Object: Listening To Its Signal 

 
The image above shows phases of construction of the 

privately-funded radio telescope built in cooperation 
with Extraterrestrial Intelligence Research Consortium 
(EIRC) for purposes of listening to the object’s signal. 
Also pictured here are the initial designs, along with 
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researchers, engineers, and community leaders vital to 
carrying out the construction in such short time. 

After a few months of listening to the signal, it 
stopped. Researchers suggested that it may have been 
triggered to run only a brief time, to allow the object to 
save energy. The 2015 New Horizons Pluto approach 
may have been such a trigger, they further suggest. 

Time on the equipment has since been split between 
scanning the object’s location and other projects EIRC 
supports. No further patterns of note have been detected. 

The donors who made the construction possible 
remain anonymous. 
13. Photograph of four women radio operators at 
Fort Sam Houston, L-R, June Witherspoon, Mildred 
Hanson, Anita Smith, Marisol Diaz. 1942, San 
Antonio, Texas. 

 
After Millie’s uncle Oscar left the university to work 

on radio communication technology for the U.S. Army, 
Millie joined the Signal Corps in 1942. Millie and her 
friends are pictured here wearing their uniforms with 
their hair fashioned in victory rolls. 

 
Dorothy had been livid when she found out that 

Millie had enlisted. Frank had up and gone off to 
war―just doing his patriotic duty, he’d said. Their 
patriotic duty―hers and Millie’s―should be to 
maintain home and hearth while the men were gone, 
Dot had said after he’d gone. Instead, Millie had gone 
off to “have adventures” again, as Dot called them, this 
time in San Antonio. Except she’d found a home again 
here, working with the other women. 

And to be fair, Millie couldn’t deny that the work 
came with benefits. The work was challenging, her 
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coworkers bright young women much like herself. Most 
of all, though, something, finally, was at stake again in 
what she did. 

Sometimes, Millie put on her headphones and 
listened to the static of an open station. She never 
expected to hear anything. She never heard anything. 

Anita understood. Her brother was among the first to 
be lost. In the early hours before their shift began, she’d 
put on headphones and listen too. Millie sat beside 
Anita. Sometimes, she’d put her hand on Anita’s, always 
balled up around a handkerchief. Most times, she’d just 
wait. If Anita ever wanted to talk, Millie’d said, she 
would be there to listen. What Anita wanted, it seemed, 
was to hear something. So together, they listened. 

 
14. The Object: A series of proposed designs for the 
study craft 

 
Pictured above are a series of proposed designs for 

the study craft Persephone. Funding for the craft, a 
multinational effort, was fast-tracked through a number 
of countries’ legislatures, some at great pressure from 
other nations. 

Much of the engineering and manufacturing work 
was split between the U.S., South Korea, and India. The 
launch would take place at Cape Canaveral at a well 
publicized event. 

 
15. Engagement Announcement, Miss Mildred 
Hanson of Dallas, Texas to Second Lieutenant 
Robert Finch of Providence, Rhode Island. Dallas 
Times Herald, October 17, 1943. 
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“Doctor Edward Hanson, local physician and deacon 
at Oak Branch Baptist church of Dallas, Texas and Mrs. 
Hanson of Dallas, Texas announce the engagement of 
their daughter, Mildred Grace to Second Lieutenant 
Robert Finch of Providence, Rhode Island. Lieutenant 
Finch, a graduate of Brown University, and Miss 
Hanson are currently stationed at Fort Sam Houston. 
The wedding will be held on Saturday, June 3, 1944 at 
Oak Branch Lutheran Church in Dallas, Texas.” 
 

June had introduced Robert to Millie: he was one of 
June’s cousins that her parents would pack her off to 
see in the summers. Robbie, as June called him, took an 
instant interest in Millie. An officer in the army, Robert, 
as Millie called him, had left his law practice to join up. 
He’d asked about her work, both in the army and at the 
university. He’d said if they married, he’d be willing to 
let her go back to work, at least until the children were 
born. 

Good old Robert, solid and dependable. Before she’d 
left for San Antonio, her father had told her to find 
someone solid and dependable to marry her. Her 
mother had sent her a birthday card last week on which 
she’d written a line about how by the time Dot was 
Millie’s age, she’d already had two of her little ones. 

The war would drag on forever. Her youth and 
usefulness would not. So when Robert told her that he’d 
written to her father for permission, she’d said “Isn’t 
that a good idea.” A good idea, solid and dependable. 

 
16. The Object: The first wave of books published on 
the object 
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Much speculation on the object provided content for 
a number of books published by mainstream publishers, 
independent presses, and by vanity presses. Content 
ranged from serious to laughable, but the best-selling 
titles were often the ones that had no basis in scientific 
evidence. 

At the top of the non-fiction e-book best seller list 
for 2022, Jacqueline Legrand’s Deep Messages from 
Beyond the Horizon contained a series of messages the 
author claimed she’d telepathically received from the 
aliens who had sent the object. 

More significant books, such as the three pictured 
right, posed important questions such as why such a 
probe, if that’s what the object was, stopped so far out 
into the solar system when life should have been 
expected closer to the sun. 

 
17. Obituary, First Lieutenant Robert Finch, 
Providence, Rhode Island. Providence Chronicle. 
January 27, 1944. 

 
“First Lieutenant Robert Finch was killed in action in 

Rome, Italy on January 21, 1944. Lieutenant Finch is 
survived by his parents, Mr. Joseph Finch and Mrs. 
Finch, his brother Second Lieutenant Harold Finch, and 
two sisters.” 

 
They’d wait until after the war to have the wedding. 

In a week, he’d have to go back to Europe. “We’re 
getting married, after all,” she’d said after she’d 
persuaded him to meet her at the park nearby one 
moonless night. 

“Let’s wait,” he said. She wanted to argue her case: 
so many fiances who didn’t come back. Besides, she’d 
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told him about Sydney, and he’d told her about Betty 
and Doris and Irene and Virginia (who wasn’t) until she 
stopped him. It had been hard to find his sense of 
humor, but she’d done it. She hadn’t loved him, not 
really, until then. 

The box with the gold engagement ring arrived the 
morning after the two officers, Robert’s best pals, had 
taken her aside and told her. The army had sent him 
back to his family, of course, and she’d been granted 
leave for the funeral. Marisol and June helped her pack; 
Anita held her hand. 

Millie kept thinking again and again how cruel it 
was of them to make his closest friends bear the news to 
her and how small and perfect the diamond was on her 
left hand. Small and perfect and unnatural. 

 
18. The Object: The UN declares March 12, 2024 as 
an international Day of Understanding 

 
Some copycat activity took place on the first and 

second anniversaries of the Plutonian riots, and rumors 
soon spread of more serious action to be taken on the 
third. Pictured above are multiple ambassadors to the 
UN meeting to declare March 12, 2024 to be an 
international Day of Understanding. 

Students across the globe held sit-ins to reclaim the 
day as one in which governments took the sort of swift 
and certain action against climate change, poverty, 
women’s and LGBTQIA rights, for example, as they 
took in funding the study craft. Other groups, however, 
chose to reenact the events of the Plutonian riots, though 
on a much smaller scale than before. 
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19. Letter offering Millie her old position with Dr. 
Schultz as his assistant, November 1945, starting the 
spring semester. 

 
11/15/45 Houston, Texas 
Dear Miss Hanson, 
Dr. Schultz has informed me that he will be 

resuming work in January. He has asked that I ensure a 
place for you as his assistant, which I am glad to do. I 
cannot, however, recommend that you apply for a 
graduate fellowship, as we expect to fill all positions 
shortly. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Herbert P. Stanley   

Physics Department Chair   
Houston College 

HPS/clb 
[Handwritten] P.S.: Do not take my suggestion about 

the graduate fellowship as a sign that I doubt your 
aptitude and talents. You served and know the situation. 
My best to you and your family. —Dr. Stanley 

 
Millie supposed she ought to be grateful that Frank 

had come home in one piece, tanned and muscled, a 
different man from the one who’d been a clerk in his 
uncle’s office before he’d left. Dot hummed and smiled 
quite a lot, even if she did grouse about his plan to open 
a store to sell and service televisions. 

Oddly, it was George, sweet awkward George, 
who’d been the most comfort to her. Millie couldn’t tell 
him why it was she’d excused herself when she’d 
received the letter from Evelyn and stayed in her room 
all that day, even refusing dinner. She hadn’t thought 
about Sydney in ages; Evelyn was right to send her the 
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newspaper clipping. So she’d doubled her grief, laid it 
all on Robert. Besides, dear Robert probably wouldn’t 
mind her mourning Sydney along with him. Betty and 
Doris and Irene and Virginia (who wasn’t) were 
probably somewhere mourning Robert along with all 
the brothers and cousins and fiances they lost. In the 
end, like some elegant and horrible equation, everything 
balanced out. 

George opened the book and read to her. Lowell and 
his canals. Was she, too, seeing possibilities that 
weren’t there? She took a sip of her tea to stop herself 
from crying, yet again. Dr. Stanley was kind enough in 
his letter. And, after all, as George kept saying, the 
telescopes were waiting for her. The tea, hot and sweet, 
soothed her. “I have a secret for you, George,” she 
said. She told him. 

“Maybe,” he said, “Lowell had his telescopes aimed 
at the wrong planet after all.” 
 
20. The Object: Launch of the study craft 

 
On January 7, 2025, the Persephone study craft was 

launched at Cape Canaveral, to as much protest as 
celebration. The above images are from the Brandon 
Lopez exhibition Sit(e), in which he also captured the 
student sit-ins held the previous year. 
 
21. Church bulletin, Oak Branch Lutheran Church. 
December 1945. The church bids a fond farewell to 
Millie, who has volunteered with them after her 
discharge from the army. 

 
Special Note: Everyone be sure to thank Miss Millie 

Hanson who has volunteered with us as a Sunday school 
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teacher and with our elder ministry for these past six 
months. Miss Hanson will be leaving us to resume her 
position as a helper to her uncle in Houston. Let’s not 
forget all the selfless work she has done, especially her 
efforts in the ladies’ fellowship embroidering roses on 
the new altar cloth. 

 
Her mother insisted she go with them to church soon 

after she’d come home. Something about the mundane 
kept her from collapsing into her grief about futures she 
would not have. 

A few of her friends from school still went to the 
church. Lucille just back from her honeymoon, May 
pregnant again. Only Ruby was, like Millie, unmarried. 
They’d sit outside on Ruby’s parents’ porch and drink 
lemonade spiked with whatever spirits Ruby’s father 
wouldn’t miss. 

“Oh, come on,” Ruby said. The conversation was 
one they’d had before. “We’d end up fighting like old 
hens.” 

“We wouldn’t,” Millie insisted. “We could get a 
little place just off campus. I’m sure Uncle Oscar could 
find you a job as a secretary.” That evening, they’d only 
found a quarter bottle of spiced rum. The alcohol 
burned her throat. She spoke in a half whisper. “You’d 
like Houston.” 

“I’d borrow all your shoes and break the heels,” 
Ruby said. She leaned against Millie. 

Millie laughed. “You’d look better in them anyway,” 
she said. 

“You’re the pretty one, always have been.” 
“Have I?” Perhaps something in the mix of sugar 

and alcohol made Millie’s stomach lurch. She sat up 
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straight, pushing Ruby up with her. “That can’t be 
right. What are we doing here, Ruby?” 

Ruby raised her near-empty glass. “My dear, we are 
waiting. You’re waiting for fall to get here, and I’m 
waiting for not even God-knows-what.” 

“Don’t swear,” Millie said. 
“See, fighting already.” 
“No,” Millie said. “I’ve just been thinking about, I 

don’t know. God, what have we been through?” 
“You’re the one who went off to college. You tell 

me.” Ruby filled her glass with the mixture. 
“Why didn’t you go off to college?” Millie asked. 

“You’re every bit as smart as I am.” 
“Wrong question, sweetheart,” Ruby said. She took 

a long drink. “You’re supposed to ask me why I never 
got married.” 

Millie refused another glass and walked back to her 
parents’ house a block away. Someone, usually George, 
would leave the back door open for her. She’d sleep 
until late in the morning—no one bothered her about it 
if it wasn’t Sunday. Grieving, her mother said when Dot 
scolded her for missing her visits. 

Only from this distance could she see what grief had 
done: the craters made and obliterated and made again 
by object after object she’d pulled into her orbit. It 
could have worked with Ruby. She’d known a few 
couples from the university. Nothing spoken of, of 
course. Millie looked at herself in the mirror on her 
dresser. Someone, eventually, would propose to Ruby, 
and that would be that. That’s how these things worked. 
Better to simply let Ruby pass closely, then impart some 
of her energy to Ruby on her way out. 
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22. The Object: Heather Dietrich’s original article 
revealing her grandmother’s link to the object 

 
Above is the original Dallas Times Today online 

article in which Heather Dietrich, journalist and 
daughter of Michael Dietrich, tells of finding her 
grandmother’s journals and reading about her discovery 
of the radio signal coming from newly-discovered Pluto. 

Though her father and her uncle Tommy Dietrich 
claim that their mother made up the story to amuse them 
as children, Heather’s great uncle George Hanson has 
clear memories of his sister’s revelation. The article, 
which draws no conclusion itself, was shared millions of 
times over the following weeks. 
 
23. Photograph of Emma Schultz and Millie Hanson, 
May 1946. Also pictured: Mrs. Stanley and Mrs. 
Wallace. 

 
In this photograph, Emma and Millie are joined by 

Mrs. Stanley and Mrs. Wallace at a tea Emma hosted for 
faculty wives.  
 

Aunt Emma laid the last of the sandwiches onto her 
silver tray. The wives met monthly for tea at each 
others’ houses, mostly to talk about church and 
children. Millie would find some excuse to lure Evelyn 
into the kitchen this time, tell her about the applications. 
But not yet. 

Though she wasn’t a faculty wife, the other wives 
had made an effort to draw her into their circle. She 
appreciated that. Everyone knew about Robert; Evelyn 
knew about Sydney. The others pinned the changes 
they’d seen in her on Robert’s death and her service. 
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The quiet excuses to leave the room. The last-minute 
cancellations for lunch. Aunt Emma told her as much. 
Millie only confided in her about the applications 
because sooner or later, Uncle Oscar would have told 
her regardless. 

She’d spend late evenings in the library or the 
faculty lounge, reading. The beginning points and 
endings of proofs and equations she’d held on to since 
her time at college and her first round in the lab. 
Getting from the initial idea to the resolution: that had 
slipped from her. She needed to remember how to get 
back to where she’d last been too many years ago. 
 
24. The Object: Persephone’s failure 

 
Not long after Persephone’s launch, the craft stopped 

sending messages back to Earth. Pictured above is 
mission chief A.R. Patel, speaking on the possible 
causes of the failure. He is flanked by administrators 
from the various space agencies that participated in the 
project. 

Close investigation of the craft would never be 
possible, though Patel points to the short time frame that 
his team had to engineer and launch the study craft as 
the most likely cause. Later investigation would reveal 
that at least one member of the team in California 
working on the craft had participated in the Plutonian 
riots as a student. 
 
25. Letter rejecting Millie’s application to graduate 
study in mathematics at University of Texas at 
Austin. February 5, 1947. Note: the letter was 
ripped. Only the top third remains. 
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2/5/47Austin, Texas 
Dear Miss Hanson: 
We regret to inform you that we cannot accept you 

into the graduate mathematics program. Your professors 
at Texas State College for Women and the faculty of 
Houston College wrote highly of your intelligence and 
abilities, but- 

 
Their first real argument came shortly after she’d 

received the final rejection. “You wouldn’t even 
consider changing your last name?” she’d asked merely 
as a hypothetical over their dinner. “It’s so German.” 
Walter took her to the same shabby French cafe again 
and again, every Friday night for months now. Millie 
had ordered everything on the menu. They weren’t 
dating; Millie had no interest in Walter other than his 
willingness to pick apart her ideas and show her their 
weak spots. And Walter hadn’t even tried to kiss her 
after driving her back to her aunt and uncle’s house 
straight from the cafe. 

“Why would I?” she asked. 
Millie wondered if Evelyn had told Walter about the 

last of the letters: Walter ordered a bottle of red 
wine.”What about your children? Won’t it be harder for 
them?” 

“Maybe if I were starting out,” Walter said. He 
poured the last of the thin, acrid wine into their glasses. 
“I’ve published too much at this point for that to be a 
possibility. And I don’t have children.” 

“Yet,” she said. “But if you were just starting out, 
you would?” 

“I don’t know,” Walter said. “Changing your last 
name, that’s not trivial.” 

“Given the anti-German sentiment—” she started. 
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“That will pass,” he said. 
“Change the pronunciation, then.” 
The waiter interrupted them. “Dessert? Coffee?” 

Millie declined. 
Walter finished the wine in his glass. “Why is this so 

important to you?” 
“I don’t want to go straight home,” Millie said. 

“Let’s go for a walk around campus.” 
“It’s the middle of February, and it’s freezing.” 
“Okay, we’ll drive to campus and sit in the car,” she 

said. “Look up at the stars.” 
“I’m sorry, Millie. I understand about your fiance. I 

do. You’re right to be sensitive to this.” 
Millie stood up. “Why does it always return to 

that?” In the car, she told him about her applications, 
the rejections. He kissed her, then drove her home. 
 
26. The Object: Articles discrediting Millie 
Dietrich’s involvement in discovering the object 

 
Above are just a few of the articles discrediting 

Heather Dietrich’s story about her grandmother’s 
involvement in discovering the object. Many of the 
articles are again by less than reputable sources, 
including the popular follow-up by Jacqueline 
Legrande, who claimed that the object was really a 
hologram equipped with telepathic capabilities. 

Of the more serious responses was the question no 
one had a good answer to: if the object woke only when 
it encountered something from Earth―in this case, New 
Horizons―what was the triggering event that caused it 
to send the signals that Millie heard? 
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27. Engagement announcement, Miss Mildred 
Hanson of Dallas, Texas to Dr. Walter Dietrich of 
Houston, Texas. Dallas Times Herald, April 4, 1947. 

 
“Dr. Edward Hanson, local physician and deacon at 

Oak Branch Episcopal church of Dallas, Texas and Mrs. 
Hanson of Dallas, Texas announce the engagement of 
their daughter, Mildred Grace to Dr. Walter Dietrich, 
professor of physics at Houston College. Dr. Dietrich 
and Miss Hanson met in the physics department, where 
she is an assistant to her uncle, Dr. Oscar Schultz. The 
wedding will be held on Saturday, June 12, 1948 at Oak 
Branch Episcopal Church in Dallas, Texas.” 
 
28. Wedding announcement, June 1948. 

 
“Miss Mildred Grace Hanson of Dallas, Texas 

married Dr. Walter Dietrich of Houston, Texas at a 
ceremony in the bride’s childhood church on Saturday, 
June 12.” 

 
“And please, Mother, I’d like to keep everything as 

simple as possible. I’ve looked through the pictures of 
the dresses you sent—tell Dot and Patsy thank you for 
clipping them out of the papers, and send Patsy kisses 
from her Aunt Millie. I think I’ll buy a nice suit off the 
rack, if it’s all the same. Aunt Emma has promised to 
take me shopping. Must close for now. My love to you 
and Father.” 

Millie signed the letter and folded it. She and Walter 
had settled on a long engagement, too long for the 
simple wedding she’d wanted. She’d thought the year 
would give her time to send out another round of 
applications. To what end? She’d be thirty in a month. 
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So she hadn’t bothered. She couldn’t make it work: the 
desired outcome, the right-hand side of what should 
have been a painfully simple equation. So she focused 
on the left hand instead. 
 
29. The Object: Secret launch of Orpheus from 
Baikonur 

 
A.R. Patel and his team had put plans into place for a 

second study craft, this one built in secret in classified 
locations. The launch too was held in secrecy, and few 
members of the public were permitted to view the 
launch. The images above are from the Brandon Lopez 
exhibit Sit(e). His pictures were among the few given to 
the media after it was confirmed that Orpheus had 
launched successfully. 
 
30. Birth announcements: Michael Paul Dietrich, 
born April 1949. 

 
“Michael Paul Dietrich was born to Dr. and Mrs. 

Walter Dietrich on April 29, 1949. Proud grandparents 
are Dr. and Mrs. Edward Hanson of Houston, Texas and 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Dietrich of New Haven, 
Connecticut.” 
 
31. Birth announcement: Thomas Walter Dietrich, 
born March 1952. 

 
“Thomas Walter Dietrich was born to Dr. Walter 

Dietrich and Mrs. Dietrich on March 8, 1952. Proud 
grandparents are Dr. and Mrs. Edward Hanson of 
Houston, Texas and Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Dietrich of 
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New Haven, Connecticut. Thomas joins brother Michael 
in the happy Dietrich home.” 
 
32. The Object: Heather Dietrich and astrophysicists 
Mingxia Liu and Anthony Sterling, Houston College 

 
In a highly-publicized meeting streamed over the 

web, Heather Dietrich spoke with astrophysicists 
Mingxia Liu and Anthony Sterling of Houston College. 
Although her questions were ones that the public sought 
answers to―whether or not Millie Dietrich could have, 
in fact, heard the object’s signal―the meeting was 
written off as a publicity stunt for Heather’s upcoming 
book on her grandmother. The scientists did not offer a 
definitive response, but left the possibilities open. 
 
33. Drawing of “The Plutonians” by Michael 
Dietrich, aged 5 (1954). 

 
From this drawing, we can conclude that Michael 

learned of the mystery signal from his mother. The 
figures are labeled by Michael, though we can assume 
by the correct spelling, Millie must have guided his 
hand on that. In this drawing, four figures stand hand-in-
hand, quite human in appearance, as if Michael were 
drawing his own family on Pluto. Their mouths are open 
in song, much as they were in his Uncle George’s image 
of the Plutonians. 

 
Michael had wanted a bedtime story. It was late. 

Tommy’s crying―poor baby had a fever again―had 
woken the boy. Millie lifted herself from the settee 
followed her older son into his bedroom. She wanted to 
follow him into the bed, cradle him in her arms, and fall 
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asleep. The early fatigue. She would think about that 
later. She couldn’t think about much except sleep and 
her sweet boys. 

“Once, there was a girl who listened to outer space 
through a huge telescope that was like a radio 
receiver,” she started. 

“Telescopes are for looking through,” he said. 
She smoothed his hair and told him. “Some 

telescopes let you hear into space. And one day, the girl 
aimed the telescope at Pluto, the farthest planet away, 
and she heard music.” 

“The little mans on Pluto like the little mans on 
Mars?” 

She kissed him. “Men and women and children, all 
singing happy music.” Millie waited until Michael fell 
asleep. She stopped in front of the bathroom, waiting for 
the nausea to pass. Tommy called out to her, and she 
went to him, rocking him to sleep and humming the 
sound in a rhythm she knew she’d never hear again. 
 
34. Birth announcement: Sharon Emma Dietrich, 
born May 1955. 

 
“Sharon Emma Dietrich was born to Dr. Walter 

Dietrich and Mrs. Dietrich on May 22, 1955. Proud 
grandparents are Dr. Edward and Mrs. Hanson of 
Houston, Texas and Mr. Bernard and Mrs. Dietrich of 
New Haven, Connecticut. Sharon joins brothers Michael 
and Thomas in the happy Dietrich home.” 
 
35. The Object: Plutonian Riots of 2035 

 
Patel and his team kept the public aware of the 

upcoming contact Orpheus should make with the object. 
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With contact weeks away, riots began again in March of 
2035. This time, images of Millie Dietrich, well known 
now because of her granddaughter’s book and articles, 
and the Orpheus craft, were burned in effigy. A number 
of unfulfilled prophecies were made that were said to be 
the result of the attempt to contact the object. These 
included, most famously, massive earthquakes in each 
of the countries that participated in building the craft. 
Though some tried to tie the tornadoes that hit Dallas in 
late March in with the same predictions, none of the 
countries were affected by temblors of greater than 2.5 
on the Richter scale. 
 
36. Article from The Houston Post, August 10, 1956: 
“Wife of local physics professor dies in car accident” 

“The wife of Houston College physics professor, Dr. 
Walter Dietrich, has died from her injuries sustained in 
a car accident. Mrs. Dietrich was in good spirits the 
night she went for the fateful drive, according to her 
husband. Friend and fellow faculty wife Gertrude Shaw 
noted that Mrs. Dietrich drove well but rarely drove at 
night. Witnesses state that Mrs. Dietrich lost control of 
the car and hit a tree. No one else was in the car with her 
at the time. She is survived by her husband of seven 
years, Dr. Walter Dietrich, her parents, and three 
children, Michael, Thomas, and baby Sharon.” 

 
37. The Object: Orpheus begins to send back images 
and radio signals from the object 

 
Pictured above are the first images of the object 

that Orpheus sent back in May of 2035. Although the 
content of the signals themselves have yet to be 
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deciphered, the images offer a better view to the 
object’s composition. 

 

 
Illustration © 2016, Toeken. 

 
Shortly after the object woke 

after Orpheus encountered it, the EIRC telescope began 
to pick up signals from the direction of Pluto. Five years 
on, Orpheus continues to send back data, and much 
work remains to be done. 
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38. Excerpt from Millie’s last letter to her Aunt 
Emma, August 7, 1956. 

 
“I cannot convince him, so once again, I’ll wait. I’ve 

been so sure all these years that the sounds I heard 
would come to something. Walter thinks it’s all a bit 
mad to think it was anything but radio signals from the 
war. Of course, that’s the simplest explanation. As if life 
were that simple. He’s forbidden me to talk to anyone 
about it. I slipped and told Michael a long time ago. He 
asks about it sometimes, but I tell him it’s a special 
story, just for the two of us. Michael shares everything 
with Tommy, and so it will come out to Walter, I’m sure 
of it. 

I do hope you and Uncle Oscar are having a splendid 
time of it in Paris. If you can convince him to try to find 
the signal again, I’d be grateful. Something will come of 
this. I keep saying it again and again, like a magic spell. 
Something will come of this, something will come of 
this, something will come…”  
 

This time, Millie had told Walter that Evelyn had 
called and was in need of a shoulder to cry on. Which 
was a plausible story, since Evelyn had had the health 
scare, which none of the men could bring themselves to 
talk about publicly. And the children were asleep by 
now, all of them such good sleepers like their father. 
And besides, Patsy could handle a nighttime glass of 
water or kiss on the forehead. Millie should take 
advantage of her niece’s summer-long visit, shouldn’t 
she? She’d tell Evelyn in the morning. Evelyn would 
cover for her. 

And she wouldn’t ask why―Evelyn had known Millie 
long enough to know even Millie couldn’t explain. 
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Evelyn, who’d understand. Evelyn, who’d been spared a 
bad outcome. Millie counted herself lucky for that. She 
counted herself lucky for Walter, who’d never noticed 
when she’d pull on her robe and sit on the back porch 
and look at the sky those long nights she couldn’t sleep. 
Which was more and more often now. She counted 
herself lucky for the back porch, when it was hers alone, 
when it was noisy with her children. Hers. She counted 
herself lucky to have Trudy Shaw, the newest of the 
“faculty wives,” one with her own bright career ahead 
of her as an engineer. She counted herself lucky for the 
letter from Ruby, who’d be swinging through next month 
on the last leg of a long road trip she’d taken with her 
soon-to-be housemate. Though it was more than that, 
wasn’t it? 

There was always more, and Millie counted herself 
lucky for that. She’d found a turn-off away from too 
many lights one morning after she’d dropped Tommy 
and Michael off at school. Sharon had napped in the 
backseat―it was a cool morning―so Millie drove and 
drove. Tonight, she’d go back there. Millie dressed 
quietly in the dark bedroom. Walter had fallen back to 
sleep. Would he remember that the phone hadn’t rung? 
Would he remember that she’d woken him up to tell him 
she’d gone? No matter. She didn’t want to wake Patsy 
or risk waking the children. She’d keep her heels off 
until she’d left the house. The car key pressed sharply 
into her palm. She wouldn’t stay long. She could never 
stay long. Not after what she’d chosen, after what she’d 
built. There would be nothing to see, really, just a patch 
of sky, some stars near where it should be. If it were still 
there. 

But this would always keep her driving, wouldn’t it? 
Millie closed the front door behind her and breathed 
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out. This would be the last time. No more of this. No 
more letting it tear at her, the what-might-have-been. 
This would be the last time, she promised herself, and 
then she’d let it go. Walter hadn’t changed the burned-
out porch light. She’d remind him in the morning. Not 
now. Now was for her. Now, this moment, this need, this 
pulled her out, further and further into the darkness 
until she could no longer see the unlit house, until she 
became only a slight shape hesitantly moving in the 
starlight. 
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Athena on Motherhood 
Kari Castor 

 
My father once asked why  
I gave him no grandchildren.  
Just look at Aphrodite and all of her brood,  
or Ares and his little monsters.  
Why, even half-mortal Heracles managed a pack of 
brats,  
gods rest their souls.  
Can not you do the same?  
Let sister Artemis play the virgin goddess.  
What need has Olympus of two chaste daughters? 
 
This said to me, by the father  
who ate my mother  
to prevent my birth. 

 
He plucked my mother from the air,  
an unripe fruit  
fly. 
 
Her wings convulsing against his big  
fleshy fingers, delicate mesh tearing  
like delicate skin would tear  
when she gave birth to me,  
larval goddess,  
deep inside his belly. 

 
He swallowed her up,  
slender strange-jointed legs  
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scrabbling for purchase,  
sliding down his smooth gullet. 

 
Born from one belly into another:  
From the salt-water safety of my mother’s womb  
Into the stinging stinking bile of my father’s gut. 

 
He swallowed her up  
to stop me being  
but I was anyway. 

 
A woman may rightly fear motherhood  
when her mother has been swallowed alive by it. 
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Guidelines for submissions 

The Future Fire welcomes submissions of 
speculative fiction and poetry with progressive, 
inclusive and socially aware disposition. We are 
particularly interested in feminist, queer, post-
colonial and ecological themes, and writing by 
under-represented voices. 

 

• Fiction (up to 1000 words): pay $10 per story 
• Fiction (up to 17 500 words): pay $20 per story 
• Poetry: pay $10 per poem 
• Illustrations: pay $10 per story illustrated 

(+$10 for the image we use as cover art). 

 

Submissions by email. Responses with 30 days. 
No multiple or simultaneous submissions, please. 

 

All guidelines at http://futurefire.net/guidelines/ 

 


